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Abstract
One of the essential challenges in healthcare operations management is to efficiently uti-
lize the expensive resources needed in the healthcare system, while maintaining or increasing the
quality of care. Optimization methods can be used to increase the supply of healthcare services, to
minimize the cost of the system, and maximize the quality of care by minimizing patients’ waiting
times, minimizing travel needs, maximizing health outcomes and maximizing access to services. In
this dissertation, we study some of the important tactical and operational problems in healthcare,
and propose plans to efficiently improve the current healthcare systems by applying optimization
methods.
In chapter 1 of this dissertation, we develop a novel scheduling model called “postponement
model” to reduce the indirect waiting time of higher priority outpatients in a diagnostic clinic. In
diagnostic clinics, the arrivals mostly arise from three sources: inpatients, emergency patients, and
outpatients. Emergency patients are seen as soon as they arrive and inpatients receive appointments
within 24 hours. However, outpatient appointments are scheduled within a longer time horizon based
on appointment availability. Currently, most diagnostic clinics save a proportion of their capacity
for inpatients and emergency patients, and offer the earliest remaining appointments to the outpa-
tients on a first-come-first-serve basis. This capacity allocation and scheduling mechanism may lead
to unused inpatient capacity. Furthermore, there is no prioritization in scheduling of outpatients
whose medical needs may be at different urgency levels. We model the appointment scheduling
problem as a two-stage stochastic integer program. In the first stage we compute the proportion
of capacity that is allocated to emergency patients and inpatients. In the second stage the deci-
sions regarding scheduling of outpatients are taken. Outpatient appointments are not necessarily
scheduled immediately upon patients’ arrivals and may be postponed to observe more requests. This
postponement strategy enables the scheduler to observe more of the demand and schedule outpatient
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appointments considering the patient priorities. We solve the problem using Sample Average Ap-
proximation (SAA) and a decomposition based branch and bound algorithm. The results show that
using the postponement acceptance patients with higher priority receive sooner appointments com-
pared to the no-postponement scheduling policy used in current practice. Meanwhile, the utilization
of the system is increased.
In chapter 2, we study a dynamic model for Tuberculosis (TB) screening of healthcare
personnel. Healthcare employees take TB diagnostic tests regularly as part of efforts to prevent
TB outbreaks in hospitals. A simple strategy that is mostly used in countries with low rate of TB
infections is annual screening of all employees. There are currently two TB diagnostic tests on the
market: skin test and blood test. The blood test is more expensive than the skin test, however it
is more accurate. In this study, we propose an alternative testing scheme where testing frequency
and test type for different groups of employees is dependent on their infection risk and the cost
of time lost due to testing. We develop a discrete time infinite horizon Markov Decision Process
(MDP) model which determines the optimal time between the tests for different groups of employees.
Another outcome of our model is the type of the TB diagnostic test administered for each employee
group. Classification of employees into groups is done based on the characteristics that affect the
probability of getting infected with TB (e.g., job type and work location) and employee salary levels.
The objective of our model is to minimize the total cost of the healthcare facility which depends
on the type of the tests administered, employees’ lost time, and the number of false-positive or
false-negative results in each group tested. Due to the curse of dimensionality, we use Approximate
Dynamic Programming (ADP) to estimate the value function. Then, we use column generation
to solve the ADP-based linear program associated with the proposed MDP model. The results
provide screening policies that determine which test should be allocated to each group of employee
in different states of the system. By investigating the results, we also estimate the frequency of the
test for each group. Comparison of the screening policies obtained using our model with the current
annual screening policy show that the screening costs can be reduced by half while achieving the
same the overall infection rate among the healthcare personnel.
In chapter 3, we propose a dynamic model for scheduling of healthcare workers during an
infectious disease outbreak, with a specific focus on the ongoing Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-
19) pandemic. Healthcare workers play an important role during a pandemic to control the infection
spread in the general population. On the other hand, they are at high risk of getting infected because
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of being in direct contact with patients. Thus, taking operational measures to limit the exposure of
healthcare workers to infectious patients is critical for the safety of the healthcare workers and their
patients. Emerging literature indicates that creating teams of healthcare workers and scheduling or
isolating these teams in coordination might be beneficial during the COVID-19 pandemic. In this
study, we build a MDP model to determine the optimal policy for scheduling such worker teams. The
objective of the model is to maximize the expected total discounted number of working employees
while taking the possibility of infection, and thus quarantine, for workers who are scheduled to work
into account. The optimal policy specifies which teams of workers should work and which teams
should isolate dependent on the system state. This problem is difficult to solve due to the large
size of the state space of the MDP. Thus, we use state space reduction techniques to decrease the
number of states. Using the data on number of infections in the state of South Carolina, we obtain
optimal scheduling policies under different infection probabilities for the general population. We also
consider additional scenarios to understand the effect of changing model parameters on the state
space reduction results and the approximate optimal policy. The results show that strategic benching
of healthcare worker teams can significantly improve the total discounted workable physician days
compared to only segregating workers into teams.
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Chapter 1
Evaluating Appointment
Postponement in Scheduling
Patients at a Diagnostic Clinic
Summary: Diagnostic clinics are among healthcare facilities that suffer from long waiting
times which can cause medical issues and lead to increases in patient no-shows. Reducing wait-
ing times without significant capital investments is a challenging task. We tackle this challenge by
proposing a new appointment scheduling model for diagnostics clinics that does not require signif-
icant investments. The clinic in our study serves outpatients, inpatients, and emergency patients.
Emergency patients must be seen on arrival, and inpatients must be given next day appointments.
Outpatients, however, can be given later appointments. The proposed model takes advantage of
this flexibility by allowing the postponement of the acceptance of appointment requests from out-
patients. The appointment scheduling process is modeled as a two-stage stochastic programming
problem where a portion of the clinic capacity is allocated to inpatients and emergency patients in
the first stage. In the second stage, outpatients are scheduled based on their priority classes. After
a detailed analysis of the solutions obtained from the two-stage stochastic model, we develop a sim-
ple, non-anticipative policy for patient scheduling. We evaluate the performance of this proposed,
easy-to-implement policy in a simulation study which shows significant improvements in outpatient
indirect waiting times.
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1.1 Introduction
In today’s healthcare systems, the increasing demand for appointments combined with a
shortage of physicians has led to challenges for healthcare providers to give timely appointments to
patients. To achieve good medical outcomes, offering timely appointments is important [39]. [39]
classify waiting time of patients into two categories. They define direct waiting time as the time the
patient waits in the healthcare facility on the day of appointment and indirect waiting time as the
time between the day the patient requests an appointment and the appointment day. Unfortunately,
long indirect waiting times are common in practice. For instance, [47] reported that 84% of patients
in Veterans Affairs (VA) hospitals wait more than 14 days to see a physician. In addition to the
medical issues that long indirect waiting times cause, they can also lead to increases in patient no-
shows [38] which have significant effect on annual revenues [63]. Thus, healthcare managers face the
challenge of improving their appointment systems to decrease waiting times and no-shows without
incurring major capital costs.
Diagnostic clinics are among the healthcare facilities that generally suffer from long indirect
waiting times [61]. One such clinic is the Radiology Department at Prisma Health, our collaborator
on this study. The clinic provides service to outpatients, inpatients, and emergency patients. The
requests for appointments are handled on a first-come-first-served (FCFS) basis. The emergency pa-
tients are the highest priority group, followed by inpatients and then outpatients. The outpatients
are further categorized into a number of priority classes based on co-morbidities and chronic con-
ditions. The emergency patients are seen as soon as they arrive if there is capacity or immediately
referred to another clinic. The inpatients are either given a next day appointment during regular
hours or seen during overtime hours. The clinic prefers to offer appointments to outpatients within
a few days. However, under the current system, the average indirect waiting time for outpatients
is about one week. [58] provide other examples where indirect waiting times for outpatients are
negatively impacted by the arrival of higher priority inpatients and emergency patients. A possible
strategy to reduce the indirect waiting times for outpatients is to allocate a part of the overall ca-
pacity for emergency patients to dampen their impact on the overall system. Similarly, a portion of
the capacity can also be reserved for inpatients. However, this strategy can result in unused capac-
ity. Meanwhile, the limited available capacity may not allow providers to serve some of the more
urgent outpatients in an acceptable time period. Thus, finding ways to utilize the unused portion of
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the capacity reserved for inpatients and allocating just enough capacity for emergency patients are
important problems.
The clinic currently makes all acceptance and referral decisions upon the arrival of appoint-
ment requests. This causes some high priority outpatients to be referred to other clinics while some
of the capacity reserved for inpatients goes unused. As a solution, we propose postponing the ac-
ceptance of outpatient requests. In other words, the decision regarding acceptance or referral of
an outpatient is not taken upon arrival of an appointment request but is revisited after the inpa-
tient schedules are realized. This postponement will enable the scheduling of higher priority arrivals
sooner and also allow for better utilization of the unused capacity reserved for inpatients. Note that
postponement does not allow one to utilize the potential unused capacity allocated for emergency
patients, because we do not have the one day buffer which is the case for inpatients. Thus, it is
critical to allocate the right amount of capacity for emergency patients.
The majority of the outpatients prefer to get an immediate response from the clinic regarding
their appointment request. However, the clinic is willing to keep outpatient appointment requests
in an acceptance queue for a reasonable amount of time. While some patients may leave for an
alternative healthcare facility, the clinic believes that most of the outpatients will be amenable to
waiting in the acceptance queue if it means their total indirect waiting time will be shorter. Still,
the clinic is not open to keeping the outpatients in the acceptance queue more than 72 hours.
To that end, we develop a two-stage, postponable acceptance appointment model which
first allocates the total regular-time capacity among different groups of patients and then sched-
ules appointments. Outpatient appointment requests are either scheduled during regular hours or
referred to another clinic. The objective is to minimize the expected total cost over the planning
horizon. The remainder of the study is organized into five additional sections. Section 1.2 provides
a review of the relevant literature. In Section 1.3 the problem is formally defined and a notation is
provided along with a two-stage stochastic programming (TSSP) formulation. Section 1.4 explains
how the problem is solved. Specifically, the details of our sample average approximation (SAA)
and decomposition-based branch-and-bound (DBB) algorithm are provided. Section 1.5 shows the
results of our extensive experiments and sensitivity analysis. Finally, Section 2.6 concludes the study
with some managerial insights, highlights some of the limitations, and provides directions for future
research.
3
1.2 Literature Review
Our study is related to four streams of literature. In the following paragraphs we provide
brief reviews of the related literature on (i) patient scheduling, (ii) acceptance postponement, (iii)
solution approaches for TSSP, and (iv) revenue management. We highlight how our study differs
from those in the literature and summarize our contributions.
The scheduling of patients with different priority classes and medical resource allocation to
these classes has gotten a lot of attention in recent years, as evidenced by the large number of papers
in the literature [70, 73, 17, 33, 52, 43]. [4] provide a comprehensive review of recent analytical and
numerical studies in the area of outpatient scheduling. Some of these studies consider inpatients
and emergency patients in addition to outpatients, where the arrival of inpatients and emergency
patients are modeled as random events that interrupt the system [69, 31, 32]. [27] provide a capacity
allocation plan to minimize the indirect waiting time of higher priority patients across an integrated
network of care services. On the other hand, scheduling of outpatients in the presence of emergency
and inpatient arrivals is studied via appointment scheduling, but not capacity planning, in diagnostic
clinics by [38, 78], and [19]. [38] discuss scheduling of patients in a diagnostic clinic where a certain
number of outpatients are already scheduled. They assume that emergency patients arrive randomly
throughout the day, and they have to be seen as soon as they arrive. They specify which patient
to schedule next when both outpatients and inpatients are waiting for appointments. [19] study
outpatient and inpatient scheduling problems with non-homogeneous mean service times considering
punctuality and no-show rates. Reserving a part of capacity for emergency arrivals or inpatients
is shown to be beneficial to decrease the waiting time of urgent patients [69]. [86] apply a robust
optimization model in a surgery department to decide how much capacity to allocate for elective
surgeries and emergency surgeries when the demand is uncertain. The decision regarding acceptance
or rejection of patients depends on their priorities and available capacity. [9] develop a finite-horizon
Markov decision process to schedule appointments considering choice behavior and no-show rate of
patients. Patients provide their preference for a specific physician and time of appointment. The
decision to accept or reject walk-in patients is based on already scheduled patients who called-in.
The main difference between our study and those mentioned above is the timing of the decisions
regarding acceptance, rejection, or referral of outpatient appointment requests.
The concept of acceptance postponement is developed and discussed in some manufacturing
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settings but not so much in service settings. For example, [45] present a model for a manufacturing
system with postponable acceptance and assignment in make-to-order settings, where postponement
is applied to both acceptance and assignment. In their model, acceptance of some orders may be
deferred or cancelled to wait for more profitable orders. They show that by applying this model
the total profit of the system improves. In a study by [36], some low-priority orders are rejected
or the acceptance decision is postponed to reserve inventory for higher priority orders. [16] provide
one of the few studies of applying postponement in a service system. They consider a call center
routing problem that assigns arrivals right after acceptance or after some waiting period. However,
acceptance of calls have to be made at the time of arrival. Moreover, acceptance and assignment
decisions are made at the same time if there is an available agent. The two closest studies to
ours are by [15] and [70]. [15] consider both open-access and prescheduled appointments in their
settings. They compute how much of a physician’s workload should be allocated to prescheduled
appointments. However, scheduling of patients occurs upon their arrivals. In contrast, the study
by [70] considers the acceptance of some of the requests to be postponed. They consider a dynamic
system which schedules multiple priority classes of outpatients with the goal of decreasing indirect
waiting times when the daily outpatient capacity is fixed. In their model, once the acceptance
decisions are made, the remaining requests are deferred to the next day and may be accepted later.
However, they do not keep track of the number of days that the decisions are deferred. We postpone
the acceptance and scheduling of outpatients in our setting as well. However, our study considers
the following concepts that are not included in [70] study. First, we consider the cost of postponing
the acceptance decisions, which depends on the amount of time outpatients wait in the acceptance
queue and their priority classes. Second, we consider an abandonment probability which relies on
the outpatient’s priority class and the amount of time they have waited in the acceptance queue.
Third, we consider how the postponing of outpatients affects the capacity allocation and scheduling
of inpatients and emergency patients. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first one that
introduces a capacity allocation and postponement model for patient scheduling.
As discussed in Section 1.3, we formulate our problem as a TSSP and develop SAA and
DBB approaches, as detailed in Section 1.4, to solve the problem. A well-known approach to solve
TSSP is stochastic Benders decomposition which is also known as the L-shaped method. [87] were
the first ones to use the L-shaped method to solve TSSP problems. In their formulation, the first and
second stage variables were all continuous. [54] allowed integer first and/or second stage variables
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in their setting by incorporating a branch-and-bound procedure. [7] proposed the DBB algorithm
by branching on tender variables that are the product of first stage variables with the technology
matrix for problems with integer variables in the second stage. In our study, we first replace the
original objective function by a SAA function and then apply the DBB algorithm to be able to solve
realistic size problems.
While our study does not directly contribute to the revenue management literature, there are
similarities. Revenue management is defined as the management of perishable assets [90]. Examples
of perishable assets include hotel rooms, rental cars, and airplane seats. Revenue management of
these perishable assets includes the process of allocating a fixed capacity to the right customer at the
right time at the right price [80]. One of the studies which is close to ours is where they allocate the
scarce inventory to stochastic demand for multiple fare classes so as to maximize the total expected
revenue [18]. The structure of optimal policy is estimated by solving an approximate dynamic
program. Revenue management decisions are made upon arrivals but considering anticipated future
requests. In this perspective, our study is different since we consider the possibility of postponing
the decisions.
1.3 Problem Definition and Formulation
As mentioned in Section 1.1, the diagnostic clinic in our study receives appointment re-
quests from outpatients, inpatients, and emergency patients. Currently, almost all of the outpatient
appointment requests are accepted or referred to another clinic as soon as the request arrives. The
only exception to this are those requests that are received via fax which constitute a small fraction
of all requests. The clinic responds to the faxed requests by the end of the business day. We, on the
other hand, develop a TSSP that allows the postponement of all outpatient requests.
Outpatients are categorized into J priority classes (j = 1, ...J). Parts of the regular-time
capacity are allocated for inpatients and emergency patients. The capacity reserved for inpatients
can be used for outpatients only if it is unused after inpatients are scheduled. Emergency patients
that arrive throughout the day are either seen upon arrival or immediately referred to another clinic.
Inpatients that arrive throughout the day are either given a next day appointment during regular
hours upon arrival or seen during overtime hours. Outpatient requests that arrive each day are kept
in the acceptance queue. In other words, the acceptance and scheduling decisions of lower priority
6
outpatients can be postponed while waiting for inpatients, emergency patients, or higher priority
outpatients. To facilitate the formulation of our model we define the parameters shown in Table 1.1
and the variables shown in Table 1.2.
Parameters
T : length of the planning horizon (t = 1, 2, ..., T )
T a : length of the booking horizon (ta = 1, 2, ..., T a)
Tu : maximum number of days an outpatient waits in the acceptance queue (tu = 1, 2, ..., Tu)
K : daily regular-time capacity of the clinic
pjtu : proportion of type j outpatients who stay in the acceptance queue one more day after
having waited for (tu-1) days
ajtu : cost of a type j outpatient leaving the acceptance queue after waiting for t
u days
bjtuta : cost of giving an appointment to a type j outpatient t
a days later when the patient
has waited for tu days in the acceptance queue
cOjtu : cost of referring a type j outpatient to another clinic when the patient has waited
for tu days in the acceptance queue
cI : cost of seeing an inpatient during overtime hours
cE : cost of referring an emergency patient to another clinic
Table 1.1: Problem Parameters
In our proposed system, a scheduler observes the number of inpatients (DIt ) and outpatients
(DOjt) that have arrived during the day and the available capacity in each future day of the booking
horizon. If the daily inpatient arrivals exceed the allocated capacity (KαI), they are handled during
overtime hours which incurs additional cost (cI). If any of the capacity allocated to inpatients is not
used then it can be allocated to an outpatient from the acceptance queue. However, the capacity
reserved for emergency patients (KαE) is never used for inpatients or outpatients. If an emergency
patient arrives when the allocated capacity is full then they are immediately referred to another
clinic. An outpatient who has been in the acceptance queue for Tu days is referred to another clinic.
Based on analysis of historical data and our conversations with Prisma Health, patient
arrivals are independent Poisson processes. Thus, we model DOjt, D
I
t and D
E
t as truncated Pois-
son distributions with rates λj , λ
I and λE , respectively. The evolution of Qjttu , the number of
outpatients in the acceptance queue, is captured by the following equations:
Qjt1= pj1D
O
jt −
Ta∑
ta=1
yOjt1ta − rjt1, ∀j, t, (1.1a)
Qj(t+1)(tu+1)= pj(tu+1)Qjttu −
Ta∑
ta=1
yOj(t+1)(tu+1)ta − rj(t+1)(tu+1), ∀j, t, t
u, t 6= T, tu 6= Tu, tu ≤ t,(1.1b)
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Random Variables
DOjt : number of type j outpatients that arrive at the clinic during day t
DIt : number of inpatients that arrive at the clinic during day t
DEt : number of emergency patients that arrive at the clinic during day t
Decision Variables
αI : percentage of total capacity K reserved for inpatients
αE : percentage of total capacity K reserved for emergency patients
yOjttuta : number of type j outpatients who are given an appointment in day t for t
a days later
after waiting for tu days in the acceptance queue (tu ≤ t)
rjttu : number of type j outpatients who are referred to another clinic in day t after
waiting for tu days in the acceptance queue (tu ≤ t)
Qjttu : number of type j outpatients in day t who have been waiting in the acceptance
queue for tu days (tu ≤ t)
KOtta : available capacity for outpatients t
a days after day t
Table 1.2: Problem Variables
where equation (1.1a) is a special case of equation (1.1b) with tu = 1. These two equations simply
state that the number of outpatients in the next day will be equal to the number of outpatients who
are not scheduled or referred yet and remained in the queue for one more day.
We also need to maintain an accurate account of the remaining regular-time capacity. This
can be achieved by the following equations where (1.2a) is for the beginning of the planning horizon,
(1.2b) for the end of the booking horizon, and equation (1.2c) for other days during the planning and
booking horizons. At the beginning of the planning horizon and the end of the booking horizon we
have full capacity for outpatients since no body is scheduled in these days yet. In the remaining days,
the available capacity on day (t+ 1) is available capacity of day t minus the scheduled appointments
for that day.
KO1ta= K(1− αI − αE), ∀ta, (1.2a)
KOtTa= K(1− αI − αE), ∀t, (1.2b)
KO(t+1)ta= K
O
t(ta+1) −
J∑
j=1
Tu∑
tu=1
yOjttu(ta+1), ∀t, t
a, t 6= T, ta 6= T a. (1.2c)
The postponable acceptance appointment system can now be formulated as the following TSSP,
named (2SIP). Since capacity allocations have to be made prior to the realization of patient arrivals,
α = (αI , αE) are the first-stage decision variables. On the other hand, the appointments depend on
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patient arrivals. Thus, yO, r, Q, and KO are the second-stage variables.
(2SIP) C∗ = min
α
Eω∈Ω[C(α,ω)] (1.3a)
s.t. αI + αE ≤ 1, (1.3b)
αI , αE ≥ 0. (1.3c)
The model minimizes the expected total cost associated with appointment scheduling. Note that
ω = {(DO1t, ..., DOJt, DIt , DEt ) for t = 1, ..., T} is a joint scenario for the planning horizon. We assume
that there is no cost for capacity allocation. The objective of the second stage is to minimize the cost
associated with scheduling patient appointments. As shown in Table 1.1, costs are incurred when
outpatients abandon the acceptance queue, outpatients are given late appointments, outpatients are
referred to another clinic, inpatients are seen during overtime hours, and emergency patients are
referred to another clinic. Thus, C(α,ω) is the objective function value of the second-stage problem
given below:
C(α,ω) = min
yO , r,Q,KO
{
T∑
t=1
( J∑
j=1
Tu∑
tu=1
Ta∑
ta=1
bjtutay
O
jttuta +
J∑
j=1
Tu∑
tu=1
cOjturjttu + ajtu (1− pjtu )Qjttu (1.4a)
+ cI(1− zIt )(DIt − αIK) + cE(1− zEt )(DEt − αEK)
)}
s.t. (1.1a)− (1.2c), (1.4b)
zItK ≥ αIK −DIt , ∀t, (1.4c)
zItD
I
t ≤ αIK, ∀t, (1.4d)
zEt K ≥ αEK −DEt , ∀t, (1.4e)
zEt D
E
t ≤ αEK, ∀t, (1.4f)
J∑
j=1
Tu∑
tu=1
yOjttu1 − zIt (αIK −DIt ) ≤ KOt1, ∀t, (1.4g)
J∑
j=1
Tu∑
tu=1
yOjttuta ≤ KOtta , ∀t, ta = 2, ..., Ta, (1.4h)
QjtTu = rjtTu , ∀j, t, t ≥ Tu, (1.4i)
zIt , z
E
t ∈ {0, 1}, ∀t, (1.4j)
yOjttuta , rjttu , Qjttu ,K
O
tta ∈ Z+, ∀j, t, ta, tu ≤ t. (1.4k)
To model whether or not demand exceeds capacity, we introduce binary variables zIt and z
E
t . We
let zIt = 1 if D
I
t ≤ αIK at time t and zIt = 0 otherwise. Similarly, zEt = 1 if DEt ≤ αEK and
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0 otherwise. Constraints (1.4c)-(1.4f) ensure that zIt and z
E
t take on the correct values depending
on whether or not demand is less than the corresponding capacity. Constraint set (1.4g) ensures
that the total number of next day appointments given to outpatients does not exceed the remaining
capacity for outpatients plus the unused capacity that was reserved for inpatients. Constraint set
(1.4h) is similar to (1.4g), i.e., it ensures that the total number of outpatient appointments does
not exceed the remaining capacity on the subsequent days. The only difference is that in (1.4g) we
also have the unused capacity that was initially allocated for inpatients which can now be used for
outpatients. Constraint set (1.4i) ensures that patients do not wait more than Tu days in the queue.
Finally, constraints (1.4j) and (1.4k) are the binary and integrality constraints.
Note that, when solving the first-stage problem (2SIP), the objective function (1.4a) and
the constraint set (1.4g) are nonlinear. However, we will not linearize these since our approximation
and decomposition approaches will not require solving (2SIP) directly. Instead, we will reformulate
the problem as described in Section 1.4.
Limitations of the model: One of the limitations of our TSSP model is that is anticipative, i.e., it
relies on knowing the demand for the whole planning horizon. Another limitation is that the model
assumes the system is initially empty. Also, the model is considering a finite planning horizon which
may lead to end-of-horizon effects. We address these limitations to some extend as discussed later
in Sections 1.4 and 1.5.
1.4 Solution Approach
Due to the curse of dimensionality, solving (2SIP) as presented in Section 1.3 is impractical.
To overcome this complexity, we develop a sample average approximation (SAA) approach to gener-
ate tight upper and lower bounds. The SAA procedure generates a random sample ω1,ω2, . . . ,ωS
of S scenarios from Ω, the set of all possible scenarios, and solves M replications of the following
deterministic SAA problem:
ˆ(2SIP) ĈS = minα
1
S
S∑
s=1
C(α,ωs) (1.5a)
s.t. (1.3b), (1.3c). (1.5b)
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Note that ĈS → C∗ as S → ∞, and estimates of the optimal first-stage solutions for the original
stochastic problem can be obtained by solving this deterministic version [88]. Algorithm 1 below
formalizes our proposed SAA approach. As shown in the algorithm, the average of the M replications
(C̄S) provides a statistical lower bound for C
∗. For each solution to ˆ(2SIP) from the M replications,
the second-stage problem (1.4) is solved using a larger sample size S′. Among this larger sample,
the one with the smallest objective value (ĈS′(α̂
∗)) is our statistical upper bound for C∗. We also
calculate the variances of the lower and upper bound estimates, i.e., σ2
C̄S
and σ2
ĈS′ (α̂
∗)
, respectively.
The proofs of the estimation of lower and upper bounds are provided by [60] and [88], and thus,
omitted here. The algorithm increases the sample sizes S and S′ until the optimality gap and the
variance of the gap estimator are small.
Algorithm 1 Sample Average Approximation (SAA)
Step 1: Initialize S, S′, and M ;
Step 2: For m = 1, ...,M
Solve ˆ(2SIP) using DBB to obtain objective values ĈmS and solutions α̂
m;
Step 3: Calculate C̄S =
1
M
∑M
m=1 Ĉ
m
S and σ
2
C̄S
= 1M(M−1)
∑M
m=1(Ĉ
m
S − C̄S)2;
Step 4: For each α̂m
Solve (1.4) and compute ĈS′ =
1
S′
∑S′
s=1 C(α̂
m,ωs) and σ2
ĈS′ (α̂)
= 1S′(S′−1)
∑S′
s=1(C(α̂
m,ωs)−
ĈS′)
2;
Step 5: Let α̂∗ = arg min
{
ĈS′(α̂) : α̂ ∈ {α̂1, . . . , α̂M}
}
;
Step 6: Calculate ∆C = ĈS′(α̂
∗)− C̄S and σ2 = σ2C̄S + σ
2
ĈS′ (α̂
∗)
;
Step 7: If (∆C < ε and σ
2 < ε) then report α̂∗ as the optimal solution and terminate;
Else increase S and S′ and go back to Step 2.
Solving ˆ(2SIP) in Algorithm 1, while easier than solving (2SIP), is still a challenging task
for large S. To that end, we developed a decomposition based branch-and-bound (DBB) algorithm
which was originally proposed by [7] to solve TSSP models with continuous first-stage and discrete
second-stage variables. The main idea behind DBB is to partition the search space to efficiently
identify candidate solutions [6, 7]. To be able to implement DBB and ensure convergence, the
following assumptions must be satisfied (all of which are satisfied for ˆ(2SIP)): (A1) The uncertain
parameter ω follows a discrete distribution with finite support. (A2) The first-stage constraint set is
nonempty and compact. (A3) The second-stage variables are purely integer. (A4) The technology
matrix is deterministic. (A5) For each scenario the second-stage problem is bounded. (A6) For each
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scenario, the second-stage constraint matrix is integral. We reformulate ˆ(2SIP) as follows:
(TP) min
χ
f(χ) (1.6a)
s.t. χ ∈ X, (1.6b)
where f(χ) = 1S
∑S
s=1 Ψ
s(χ), Ψs(χ) = min{fsy | Dsy ≥ hs + χ,y ∈ Y ∩ Z}, and X = {χ | χ =
Tα, with (1.3b) and (1.3c)}. In the stochastic programming literature, the matrix T is known as
the technology matrix and variables χ as the tender variables that link the first- and second-stage
problems. Note that for our problem T is deterministic, i.e., it is independent of the scenario ob-
served. The term Ψs(χ) is essentially a compact representation of the second-stage problem given
by formulation (1.4) where y represents the collection of all second-stage decision variables (i.e.,
y = (yO, r, Q,KO)), fs represents the objective function (1.4a), and Ds, hs, and Y represent the
constraints (1.4b)-(1.4k) with Ds corresponding to the scenario dependent coefficients, hs the sce-
nario dependent constants, Y the scenario independent constraints, and T the scenario independent
parts of the constraint set which include the first-stage variables. This reformulation allows us to
consider a larger number of scenarios in Step 2 of Algorithm 1. More specifically, the DBB algorithm
below enables us to avoid solving ˆ(2SIP) directly. Instead of the first-stage variables, we search the
space of the tender variables for global optima. The search space of χ is partitioned into subsets of
the form
∏
j(lj , uj ], for each component j of χ where lj is a point at which the second-stage value
function (Ψs(·)) may be discontinuous [7]. By branching this way, we isolate subsets over which the
second-stage value function is constant. Thus, we can solve ˆ(2SIP) exactly.
Algorithm 2 Decomposition based Branch-and-Bound (DBB)
Step 1: Initialize U =∞, k = 0, Pk, and L;
Step 2: If (L = ∅) then terminate with solution χ̂∗;
Else select and remove a subproblem k from L (i.e., L = L \ {k});
Step 3: Generate upper (γk) and lower (βk) bounds for subproblem k;
Step 4: Set L = mini∈L∪{k}β
i;
Step 5: If (γk < U) then set U = αk and χ∗ = χk;
Step 6: Fathom the subproblem (i.e., set L = L \ {i|βi > U});
Step 7: If (βk > U) then go to Step 2;
Step 8: Branch by partitioning Pk into Pk1 and Pk2 ;
Step 9: Set L = L ∪ {k1, k2}, βk1 = βk, βk2 = βk, k = k + 1, and go to Step 2.
In Step 1 of Algorithm 2, we begin (after setting k = 0) by constructing the hyper-rectangle
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Pk =
∏
j(l
k
j , u
k
j ] ⊃ X and adding the problem inf{f(χ)|χ ∈ X ∩Pk} to the list of open subproblems
L. For each component j of χ, we set lj = min{χj |χ ∈ X} and uj = max{χj |χ ∈ X} where the
optimization problems are linear programs since X is polyhedral. Then, for each j and scenario s,
we find ksj ∈ Z such that ksj − hsj − 1 < lj < ksj − hsj . If lj + hsj is integral then set ksj = lj + hsj ;
otherwise ksj = blj + hsj + 1c. Finally, we set lkj = maxs{ksj − hsj − 1} and ukj = uj . In Step 2, to
ensure convergence of the algorithm (proof given by [7]), we select subproblem k such that βk = L.
In Step 3, for a given subset Pk, we obtain a lower bound on the corresponding subproblem by
solving the following formulation:
(LB) βk = min θ (1.7a)
s.t. (1.6b), (1.7b)
lk ≤ χ ≤ uk, (1.7c)
θ ≥
S∑
s=1
1
S
Ψs(lk + ε). (1.7d)
In problem (LB), Ψs(·) is constant over (lk, lk + ε] for all s when ε is sufficiently small [7]. The
value of ε can be calculated a priori using the following algorithm:
Algorithm 3 Calculation of ε
Step 1: For each component j of χ
Set s = 1, Ξ = ∅. Choose k1j ∈ Z. Let χ0j = k1j −h1j −1 and χ1j = χ0j +1. Set Ξ = Ξ∪{χ0j , χ1j};
Step 2: For s = 2, . . . , S
Set ksj = bχ1j + hsjc. Let χsj = ksj − hsj ;
If Ξ ∩ {χsj} = ∅ then set Ξ = Ξ ∪ {χsj};
Step 3: Sort the elements of Ξ such that χ0j = ξ
0
j < ξ
1
j < . . . < ξ
n
j = χ
1
j with n ≤ S;
Step 4: Let εj = mini{ξij − ξ
i−1
j };
Step 5: Set ε = 12minj{εj}.
In Step 3 of Algorithm 2, we also generate an upper bound. For a given subset Pk such
that Pk ∩X 6= ∅, let χk be an optimal solution to (LB). Since χk is feasible to (TP) we can simply
set γk = f(χk). Finally, in Step 8 we perform branching. To do this we identify the variable j′ by
determining the value of χj′ where the the current second-stage problem becomes infeasible. For
each scenario s, let ys be the solution of the second-stage subproblem when solving (LB). Then, for
each j compute pj = mins{(Dsys)j − hsj}. Let j′ ∈ argmaxj{min{pj − lkj , ukj − pj}} and split Pk
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into Pk1 = (lkj′ , pj′ ]
∏
j 6=j′(l
k
j , u
k
j ] and Pk2 = (pj′ , ukj′ ]
∏
j 6=j′(l
k
j , u
k
j ].
1.5 Numerical Study
To evaluate the advantages of postponement in making acceptance and scheduling decisions
about outpatient appointments, we conducted an extensive numerical study. We also performed
a sensitivity analysis to demonstrate how the performance is affected by changes in some problem
parameters.
1.5.1 Input data
The patient arrival rates λj , λ
I , λE and the parameters in Table 1.1 are required input
for the proposed model. We consider two priority classes of outpatients (j = 1, 2). The values of
λj , λ
I , λE are estimated based on the average arrival rates of different patient types at the Radiology
Department of Prisma Health. The parameters in Table 1.1 are estimated with the assistance of
physicians at the Radiology Department. However, due to confidentiality concerns we only present
normalized values in the appendix. The daily regular capacity of the clinic is estimated to be
K = 175 appointments, and the planning horizon is set to T = 50 days. In our analysis we ignored
the first week (i.e., we used it as our warm-up period). We also ignored the last week of the planning
horizon to eliminate any end-of-horizon effects.
1.5.2 Experimental setup
The problem is implemented in C++. The decomposed problems are solved on an Intel Core
i7-9700 CPU utilizing the Gurobi 7.0 solver. The computational time required to implement the
SAA algorithm will grow as S, S′, and M increase in Algorithm 1. The growth can be linear or
exponential depending on whether or not a decomposition approach is used [51]. In our case the
growth is linear since we are using DBB as presented in Algorithm 2. Our first set of experiments
were conducted to determine suitable values for S, S′, and M . We began with initializing S=10
and S
′
=100, and increased these values in increments of 10 until ∆c and σ
2 values were less than
ε = 0.01. We also tested different values for M from the set {10, 20, 30, 40, 50}. The final values for
S, S′, and M were respectively, 100, 500, and 30.
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1.5.3 The base scenario
After determining the values for S, S′, and M , we conducted a large number of experiments
to test and compare the performance of four different appointment scheduling policies.
1.5.3.1 Policy 1:
This policy refers to what is currently being used by the clinic. As described earlier, the
clinic currently allocates a portion of the regular capacity for emergency patients, a portion to
inpatients, and uses the remaining capacity for outpatients. Capacity allocations are done based
on the αI and αE values obtained from the optimization model without postponement (which is
explained below in policy 3). In policy 1, appointment decisions are made as soon as a patient
arrives on an FCFS basis and the capacities are dedicated. When an emergency patient arrives
that patient is seen immediately if there is capacity, otherwise they are referred to another clinic.
When an inpatient arrives that patient is given the earliest next day appointment as long as there
is capacity, otherwise they are seen during overtime hours. When an outpatient arrives they are
given the earliest possible appointment (regardless of type) over the next seven days. If there is no
capacity then they are referred to another clinic.
1.5.3.2 Policy 2:
This is the proposed policy where the outpatients are kept in an acceptance queue up to
72 hours (3 days). The emergency patients are handled the same way as in policy 1, but the
appointment decisions for inpatients and outpatients are made at the end of each day. The SAA
and DBB approches are used in policy 2 to determine the capacity allocations in stage 1 and
appointment decisions in stage 2. Note that policy 2 is anticipative, i.e., the demand for the whole
planning horizon is revealed at the beginning of stage 2. One can think of policy 2 as the policy
with perfect information and postponement.
1.5.3.3 Policy 3:
This policy is similar to policy 1 in that outpatients are not kept in an acceptance queue.
On the other hand, policy 3 is similar to policy 2 because it is anticipative and uses the same SAA
and DBB approches to make capacity allocation and appointment scheduling decisions. The main
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difference is that the regular working hours of a day is split into T ′ = 54 periods. In other words,
in policy 3 appointment decisions are made every 10 minutes, i.e., near real-time. The decisions
regarding acceptance and referral of outpatients are taken in each decision epoch t′ (t′ = 1, 2, ..., T ′).
The original arrival rates are divided by T ′ and constraint set (1.4g) is modified to reflect the
fact that unused capacity that is allocated for inpatients cannot be used in policy 3. Additionally,
constraint sets (1.1a) and (1.1b), which capture the evolution of the acceptance queue, are removed
from the model. Table 2 in the Appendix shows the values of the parameters for policy 3. Policy 3
is essentially the same as policy 1 but with perfect information.
1.5.3.4 Policy 4:
Based on our observations of the optimal solutions from policy 2, we developed a simple
benchmark policy, which is non-anticipative (i.e., does not rely on knowing the demand for the
whole planning horizon) and does not keep patients in an acceptance queue. In policy 4 acceptance
or referral of all patients are done on arrival but in a way that mimics the decisions made under
policy 2. The optimal values for αI and αE obtained from policy 2 are used for capacity allocation.
In policy 4 the emergency patients and inpatients are handled the same way as in policy 1. The
outpatients, on the other hand, are handled differently. In policy 1 all outpatients are given earliest
available appointments on arrival. In policy 4, however, some of the outpatients are referred to other
clinics on arrival regardless of available capacity. As will be shown later, 87.37% of outpatients that
request an appointment end up getting one in policy 2. More specifically, the average acceptance
rates are 85% and 92.5%, respectively, for Type 1 and Type 2 outpatients. Thus, 15% (7.5%) of Type
1 (Type 2) outpatients are immediately referred to another clinic on arrival in policy 4. For those
outpatients who are not referred to another clinic, Type 2 outpatients are given the earliest available
appointment beginning with day two of the planning period. In other words, next day appointments
are not given to Type 2 outpatients. For Type 1 outpatients decisions are made based on bjtuta
values. Since policy 2 keeps these patients in the acceptance queue for two days, the b1,2,ta values
are sorted in non-decreasing order, and appointments are given based on this order. However, if the
cost difference in consecutive days are within 20% of each other then the later day in the horizon is
selected. For the clinic in our case study, this translates to considering days two, five, and seven from
time of arrival for possible appointments. We begin with day two and check the remaining capacity.
If this remaining capacity is more than 33% of the total daily outpatient capacity K(1− αI − αE)
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then the Type 1 outpatient is given an appointment on that day with probability 0.75 (based on our
observation of policy 2). For a Type 1 outpatient that does not get an appointment on day two the
next option (i.e., day five) is considered and the same rules are applied. This process is repeated
until the last day of the planning horizon (day seven in this particular example) at which point all
remaining Type 1 outpatients are given an appointment on this last day.
Table 1.3 compares policy 1 to policy 2. As can be see from the table, policy 2 significantly
improves the expected average cost for the clinic. The improvement ranged from about 40% to 46%
depending on how long outpatients are allowed to be kept in the acceptance queue. Recall that the
clinic is not willing to keep the outpatients in the acceptance queue more than 3 days. Based on our
experiments, the lowest total cost was achieved when Tu = 2. Thus, in our remaining experiments
the value of Tu is fixed at 2.
Table 1.3: Cost improvement and capacity allocation for the base scenario
Policy 1 Policy 2
Tu = 1 Tu = 2 Tu = 3
Avg. cost improvement - 40.7% 45.5% 39.9%
αI 13% 20% 20% 20%
αE 34% 34% 34% 35%
Table 1.4 summarizes the results for all four policies. The main takeaway is that policy 4,
which is very easy to implement, performs really well. Recall that policy 1 is the current policy used
at the clinic, policy 3 is the “optimal” version of policy 1, policy 2 is the one that keeps outpatients
in an acceptance queue, and policy 4 is a simple heuristic that we developed which mimics policy 2.
As can be seen from Table 1.4, policies 2 and 4 result in more than 45% cost improvement compared
to policy 1. The small cost difference between policies 1 and 3 (and between policies 2 and 4)
suggest that the value of perfect information is minimal. While this may sound counter-intuitive
it is expected, because policies 2 and 3 are run using large samples of scenarios and the average is
reported. With respect to emergency patients almost none are referred to another clinic under all
four policies. With respect to inpatients policies 2 and 4 handle almost all of them during regular
hours, but policies 1 and 3 handle about 3.5% of them during overtime hours.
The main difference among the four policies is in the way they handle outpatients. In
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policy 1, about 82% of out patients are handled during regular hours and the rest are referred to
other clinics. Note that this percentage stays almost the same for Type 1 and Type 2 outpatients
which makes sense because the current policy functions on an FCFS basis and does not prioritize
outpatients. On the other hand, in policy 3 almost all of Type 2 outpatients are seen during regular
hours but only 75% of Type 1 outpatients are seen during regular hours with an overall average of
almost 84% for all outpatients. Recall that policy 3 is the anticipative version of policy 1. Thus,
knowing the demand for the whole planning horizon allows policy 3 to prioritize different outpatients.
In policy 2 the percentage of outpatients seen during regular hours is more than 87%, a relatively
significant increase over the current system. Policy 2 is able to do this because it is able to utilize
the unused capacity allocated to inpatients. For a fair comparison, the outpatients acceptance
percentages for policy 2 include those patients that leave the acceptance queue. For example, if
100 Type 1 outpatients arrive then about 5 leave the acceptance queue and of the remaining 95, on
average, 85 get appointments and 10 are referred to other clinics. The performance of policy 4 with
respect to patient acceptance is very similar to policy 2 since it was designed to mimic policy 2.
Table 1.4: Summary of all results for all four policies for the base scenario
Policy 1 Policy 2 Policy 3 Policy 4
Avg. cost improvement - 45.5% 2.5% 45.2%
Emergency patient acceptance 99.6% 99.6% 99.6% 99.6%
Inpatient acceptance 96.4% 99.9% 96.5% 99.9%
Outpatient acceptance 81.7% 87.4% 83.9% 86.5%
Type 1 outpatient acceptance 81.5% 85.0% 75.0% 84.2%
Type 2 outpatient acceptance 82.0% 92.5% 99.9% 92.5%
Type 1 outpatients leaving the queue - 5.0% - -
Type 2 outpatients leaving the queue - 5.0% - -
Inpatient capacity not used 4.4% 0.0% 4.5% 0.0%
Days in acceptance queue (Type 1) - 1.9 - -
Days in acceptance queue (Type 2) - 1.0 - -
Appointment days ahead (Type 1) 6.2 5.5 6.4 5.6
Appointment days ahead (Type 2) 6.1 3.1 6.0 3.1
αI 13% 20% 13% 20%
αE 34% 34% 34% 34%
Solution time (sec.) 0.10 120 110 0.14
Table 1.4 also shows the percentage of the overall capacity allocated to each patient group.
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Recall that policy 1 (policy 4) simply uses the αI and αE values obtained from policy 3 (policy 2).
Both of policies 2 and 3 allocate about 34% of the capacity to emergency patients. However, policy
2 allocates more capacity to inpatients compared to policy 3. While the increase from 13% to 20%
may seem unnecessary, it is expected because under policy 2 with postponement the extra capacity
allocated for inpatients can be used for outpatients when needed.
Another interesting observation is related to the indirect waiting times. As seen in Table
1.4, under the current policy, the indirect waiting times for Type 1 and Type 2 outpatients are 6.2
and 6.1 days, respectively. As expected, policy 1 does not distinguish between the two types of
outpatients. In policy 3, since it is anticipative, the indirect waiting times are 6.4 and 6.0 favoring
Type 2 outpatients slightly, but the overall average is almost the same as in policy 1. In policy
2 the indirect waiting times are 7.4 (1.9+5.5) and 4.1 days, respectively, for Type 1 and Type 2
outpatients. This shows that policy 2 prioritizes Type 2 outpatients. The average waiting time is
decreased by about 2 days for Type 2 outpatients in the expense of about a 1 day increase for Type
1 outpatients. Policy 4 mimics policy 2 but it does not keep an acceptance queue. Thus, policy 4
does very well in reducing indirect waiting times.
With respect to computational time, policies 1 and 4 are very fast since they are essentially
simulating the appointment system using simple rules. In addition, policies 1 and 4 do not compute
capacity allocations but use the values obtained from policies 3 and 2, respectively. Thus, the
average CPU time per replication is 0.10 and 0.14 seconds, respectively, for policies 1 and 4. Policies
2 and 3 solve complicated optimization problems to optimize capacity allocations and appointment
schedules. As such the average CPU time per replication is 120 and 110 seconds for policies 2 and
3, respectively.
1.5.4 Sensitivity analysis
The results presented in Section 1.5.3 demonstrate the effectiveness of policy 2 on the base
scenario (referred to as experiment 1). While policy 4 is our proposed policy (because it is easy
to implement), it is based on policy 2. Thus, in this section, we perform a sensitivity analysis
to observe how policy 2 performs under different conditions. For this analysis, the values of the
following parameters are changed one at a time: bjtuta , c
I , cE , λI , and pjtu .
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1.5.4.1 Scheduling costs of outpatients:
To understand the effect of changing outpatient scheduling costs on the optimal solution, we
increased bjtuta by 50% and 100% in experiments 2 and 3, respectively. By increasing all the bjtuta
values with the same percentage we penalize both wait times in the acceptance queue and the time
until appointments in experiments 2 and 3. In experiments 4 and 5, we penalize long wait times in
the acceptance queue by increasing the bjtuta values for only t
u = 2 by 50% and 100%, respectively.
In experiments 6 and 7, we penalize scheduling later appointments, where bjtuta values for t
a ≥ 3 are
increased by 50% and 100%, respectively. Figures 1.1 and 1.2 represent the results of experiments
1-7. As seen in Figure 1.1b, the percent of capacity allocated for emergency patients (αE = 0.34)
is not impacted by changes to bjtuta . On the other hand, capacity allocated for inpatients (α
I)
increases slightly from 20% to 22% in experiment 3 since we are willing to reserve more next day
appointments for outpatients. The box plots in Figure 1.1a show the normalized values of average
total cost for the system. In other words, the average total cost for experiment 1 is normalized to
100, and thus, the other values show the corresponding change in cost. As expected, the total cost
increases the most in experiments 2 and 3 since all bjtuta values are increased here whereas only a
subset of the bjtuta values are increased in experiments 4-7.
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Figure 1.1: Effect of changing bjtuta on average total cost and capacity allocation
Figure 1.2a shows that in the base scenario, all Type 2 outpatients wait in the acceptance
queue for one day before they are given an appointment. Type 1 outpatients, however, wait for
almost two days in the queue. As the cost of waiting in the queue increases the waiting time
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for Type 2 outpatients remain the same. For Type 1 outpatients, it decreases. In other words,
acceptance and referral decisions are made sooner. Figure 1.2b shows that time from the day of
acceptance to the day of appointment decreases as bjtuta increases. Because all bjtuta are increased
in experiments 2 and 3, the indirect waiting time decreases sharply. In experiments 6 and 7, the
bjtuta values were increased for only high values of t
a, as such, compared to the base case the drop
in indirect waiting time is not as dramatic. However, policy 2 tries to offer earlier appointments
to both outpatient types in experiments 6 and 7. Additional insight on these experiments are also
discussed in Section 1.5.4.5 based on Tables 1.5 and 1.6.
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Figure 1.2: Effect of changing bjtuta on the number of days in acceptance queue and indirect waiting
time
1.5.4.2 Referral and overtime costs of emergency patients and inpatients:
Emergency patients are the highest priority patients followed by inpatients. Lack of available
capacity to schedule them during regular hours results in additional cost, specifically, overtime cost
cI for inpatients and referral cost cE for emergency patients. Experiments 8 and 9 measure the effect
of increasing these parameters by 50% and 100%, respectively. With respect to capacity allocation,
αE and αI remained the same in experiments 8 and 9 as they were in experiment 1. The only
difference was on the average total cost, which increased by about 4% from experiment 1 to 8 and
about 8% from experiment 1 to 9.
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1.5.4.3 Inpatient arrivals:
Since capacity allocated to inpatients can also be used for outpatients in policy 2, arrival rate
of inpatients affect the scheduling of outpatients. To observe this impact, we performed experiments
10 and 11 where λI is increased by 25% and 50%, respectively. As one would expect, increasing the
inpatient arrival rate resulted in higher αI values (25% in experiment 10 and 28% in experiment
11). On the other hand, there was no change to the capacity allocated to emergency patients which
stayed at 34%. However, the outpatient acceptance rate decreased in both of these experiments.
Since more inpatients are arriving into the system, there is less capacity left for outpatients and more
of them are referred to other clinics. Given that all problem parameters (including total capacity)
remained the same as αI was increased, the total system cost increased about 28% and 44% in
experiments 10 and 11, respectively, compared to experiment 1.
1.5.4.4 Abandonment rate of outpatients:
As discussed earlier, one of the disadvantages of implementing postponed acceptance in a
service system such as a diagnostic clinic is that customers may abandon the acceptance queue. We
assume that a proportion (1 - pjtu) of type j outpatients leave the queue after having waited t
u
days. In addition to the outpatient type and the amount of time they have waited in the queue,
the abandonment rates also depend on the type of diagnostic clinic. To capture the effect of such
changes, we decreased the value of pjtu by 5% in experiment 12 and 10% in experiment 13. In other
words, the chances of an outpatient abandoning the acceptance queue is higher in experiments 12
and 13. As a result, αI stayed at 20% in experiment 12 but slightly increased to 21% in experiment
13. Since fewer outpatients are waiting for an appointment due to abandonment, the rejection rate
of outpatients decreased in experiments 12 and 13 compared to experiment 1. More specifically, in
experiment 12 the number of outpatients referred to other clinics decreased by 85%. In experiment
13 no outpatient was referred to another clinic. This resulted in lower average total cost with a
decrease of about 27% and 40% in experiments 12 and 13, respectively, as compared to experiment
1.
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1.5.4.5 Additional insights:
Table 1.5 provides the percentage of outpatients who have received appointments after
waiting one day or two days in the acceptance queue. Type 2 outpatients always received an
appointment after only one day in the acceptance queue. On the other hand, majority of type 1
outpatients wait for two days in the acceptance queue in all of the experiments except experiments
4 and 5. Recall that in experiments 4 and 5 the bjtuta values are increased for t
u = 2 by 50% and
100%, respectively. In other words, waiting in the acceptance queue for two days is costly in these
cases. Thus, in experiments 4 and 5 most of the outpatients get an appointment after only one day
in the queue.
Table 1.5: Percentage of outpatients waiting in the acceptance queue for one vs. two days
Experiment
Type 1 outpatients
One day in queue
Type 1 outpatients
Two days in queue
Type 2 outpatients
One day in queue
Type 2 outpatients
Two days in queue
1 1.93 98.07 100.00 0.00
2 6.63 93.37 100.00 0.00
3 16.60 83.40 100.00 0.00
4 92.14 7.86 100.00 0.00
5 99.40 0.60 100.00 0.00
6 7.61 92.39 100.00 0.00
7 1.97 98.03 100.00 0.00
8 1.70 98.44 100.00 0.00
9 1.56 98.43 100.00 0.00
10 0.54 99.46 100.00 0.00
11 0.22 98.78 100.00 0.00
12 2.18 97.82 100.00 0.00
13 3.59 96.41 100.00 0.00
The unused inpatient capacity before and after scheduling outpatients out of the acceptance
queue are captured and listed in columns 2 and 3 of Table 1.6, respectively. Columns 4, 5, and 6 of
the table shows the percentage of the patients that ultimately received appointments. Depending
on the problem parameters, the unused inpatient capacity varies between 44% and 56%. Note that
almost all of the inpatients receive appointments and the leftover capacity is used for outpatients.
Outpatient acceptance rate is low for experiment 11 but over 80% in all of the other experiments.
Recall that in experiments 10 and 11 the inpatient arrival rate was increased, as such, there is not
much leftover capacity that can be used for outpatients compared to the other experiments.
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Table 1.6: Capacity utilization of each patient type for policy 2
Experiment
Unused inpatient capacity
before scheduling
outpatients (%)
Unused inpatient capacity
after scheduling
outpatients (%)
Inpatient
acceptance (%)
Emergency patient
acceptance (%)
Outpatient
acceptance (%)
1 44.45 0.00 99.99 99.56 87.39
2 44.45 0.00 99.99 99.56 85.15
3 52.78 0.00 99.99 99.56 82.90
4 44.45 0.00 99.99 99.56 86.08
5 44.45 0.00 99.99 99.56 84.41
6 44.45 0.00 99.99 99.56 85.25
7 44.45 0.00 99.99 99.56 82.38
8 44.45 0.00 99.99 99.56 87.40
9 44.45 0.00 99.99 99.56 87.41
10 52.75 0.00 99.99 99.55 81.49
11 55.47 0.00 99.99 99.57 75.74
12 44.45 0.00 99.99 99.56 84.31
13 50.00 0.00 99.99 99.56 84.03
1.6 Conclusion
This study introduces a postponable acceptance appointment system for a diagnostic clinic.
Diagnostic facilities often serve patients of different priority classes. Outpatients are typically sched-
uled in advance, but higher priority patients (i.e., inpatients and emergency patients) are usually
seen as soon as possible. Scheduling of outpatients at the clinic are currently done on an FCFS basis.
Thus, high priority outpatients may not receive timely appointments. This challenge motivated us to
propose a postponement system in scheduling of different patient classes. The value of the proposed
model is that the system can strategically postpone the acceptance of low priority outpatients while
waiting for higher priority outpatients. We formulate the problem as a TSSP model in which the
first stage estimates the optimal capacity reserved for inpatients and emergency patients. In the
second stage, the decisions regarding acceptance and referral of outpatients are made.
Using a data set from the Radiology Department of Prisma Health, we have conducted
a series of experiments to test how the model works. The results suggest that postponing the
acceptance or referral of outpatient appointment requests up to two days improves the system-wide
cost while reducing indirect waiting times. The cost improvement achieved is primarily due to the
increase in the utilization of the unused inpatient capacity for outpatients waiting in the queue. In
addition, the system prioritizes more urgent outpatients by having them wait only one day in the
queue and forcing the less urgent outpatients to wait for two days in the acceptance queue. After
analyzing the optimal solutions obtained from our model we developed a simple benchmark policy
that can be implemented in real life which performs well.
This study can be extended in multiple directions. For example, in this study we assume
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that the duration of visits are constant and identical for each type of patient. Thus, the number of
patients that can be seen each day is a fixed number. To consider a more realistic case, uncertain
service times can be considered. Furthermore, due to the higher indirect waiting time of lower
priority patients, the possibility of no-shows may increase for these classes. Thus, the model can
be extended to consider no-shows. Another extension could be to develop a multi-stage stochastic
programming approach since the demand uncertainty is revealed over time after each time period.
Such multi-stage approaches will be computationally more difficult to solve. Alternatively, the two-
stage stochastic program can be used on a rolling horizon basis.
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Chapter 2
Dynamic Tuberculosis Screening
for Healthcare Employees
Summary:
2.1 Introduction
Tuberculosis (TB) is an infectious disease caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) that
mainly affect the lungs, but can also impact other parts of the body. Approximately one third of
world’s population is infected by Mtb [37]. TB infections are categorized into two groups: latent
and active. Individuals with latent infection have the disease but do not show any symptoms, and
they are not infectious. However, a latent infection can turn in to active TB. Individuals with
active TB are infectious and spread TB. Thus, medication is required for active TB. Although TB
infections have been declining in Western Europe and North America, there are groups of people
with high prevalence of TB such as immigrants and prisoners [92]. Due to being in contact with
these groups, healthcare providers face a higher than usual risk of exposure to TB. Early detection
of TB infections is critical to control the spread of the disease. Thus, healthcare workers are usually
suggested to take a TB diagnosis test upon initial hiring and thereafter at regular intervals. In fact,
CDC guidelines prior to 2005 suggested annual testing for medium or higher risk environments.
However, these guidelines were later changed to allow for other policies to be implemented. Yet,
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many healthcare facilities such as Prisma Health still follow the old guidelines which usually result
in expensive testing for such facilities.
There are currently two common tests for detection of latent and active TB on the market:
the skin test and the blood test which is also called Interferon Gamma Release Assay (IGRA). The
skin test involves an injection of 0.1 mL of a liquid containing five tuberculin units of purified protein
derivative (PPD) into the top layers of skin of the forearm. Once this liquid is injected, the test
has to be read within 48-72 hours. A confirmed positive test involves swelling of the injection site,
while a negative test has no signs of inflammation. Although the skin test is rapid, it can be prone
to false positive results that require expensive further testing. There are different factors that may
cause a false positive result such as sensitization of the test to some nontuberculous mycobacteriaes,
incorrect interpretation of reaction, and incorrect method of the skin test administration [62, 92].
The skin test also shows a false positive if the patient has already had the Bacillus Calmette-Gurin
(BCG) vaccine. False positive results cause administration of unnecessary chest X-rays at an extra
cost of $100-$400 per X-ray [1]. There are also factors such as incorrect interpretation of reaction,
some viral illnesses (e.g., measles and chicken pox) and recent live-virus vaccination (e.g., measles
and smallpox) that may lead to a false negative skin test result [92]. Individuals who received a
false negative skin test may infect others until they begin showing obvious symptoms and begin
treatment.
In a TB blood test, a small amount of blood is drawn and sent to a laboratory. Thus,
healthcare employees visit the clinic only one time, as opposed to twice for a skin test. The cost of a
blood test is higher than that of a skin test ($10-30 versus $30-220 [2]), but the test is more accurate.
Also, unlike a skin test, the accuracy of a blood test is not affected by prior BCG vaccinations.
Although the cost of performing a blood test is much higher than the cost of a skin test, blood tests
can still be preferable at least for specific groups of employees when considering the lost time of
employees and healthcare professionals who administer the test, as well as the costs related to false
positive or false negative results.
In this study, we collaborate with Prisma Health, a healthcare system in South Carolina,
that currently requires two skin tests for new employees and an annual skin test for all other employ-
ees. Prisma Health does not utilize blood tests currently. As part of our analysis, we categorize the
employees into multiple groups based on the risk of infection related to their job, their work envi-
ronment, birth country and BCG vaccination history. We define an infection rate for each employee
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group which depends on the number of infected people the employees in that group potentially get
in contact with. We introduce a Markov Decision Process (MDP) model to develop a screening
plan for a healthcare facility by determining the type and frequency of TB test to be used for each
employee group. The objective is to minimize the expected total cost of the system. Due to the
curse of dimensionality, we use Approximate Dynamic Programming (ADP) to find a “near-optimal”
solution. Based on this solution, we propose a benchmark policy that is easy to implement by the
healthcare facility, and evaluate this simple policy using data obtained from Prisma Health.
2.2 Literature Review
There are two streams of literature related to our research. We briefly explain each and
highlight our contributions in relation to other studies.
The first stream of studies relates to the analysis of TB screening and its importance for
healthcare employees. As mentioned in the previous section, healthcare employees are at a higher
than usual risk of getting TB infections. [40] show that even healthcare employees who work in
places that are not in direct contact with patients, for instance employees who work in a hospital
kitchen, are at a higher risk of being infected. Most healthcare facilities have a regular plan of TB
screening for their employees. One commmon strategy is to administer an annual skin test. [64]
tested three different scenarios to propose a TB screening program. The first scenario proposes
annual screening for all employees. In the second scenario, only employees with high-risk tasks,
such as respiratory therapy, are tested yearly and other employees are tested only after recognized
exposure. The third scenario tests all employees only after recognized exposure. They evaluated
these scenarios by using both skin and blood tests. They also did a cost effectiveness study on 1000
US healthcare employees with no positive TB history. Results of their experiments indicated that
for most US healthcare employees annual TB testing is expensive with limited health gains. Thus,
regular annual testing may not be an effective strategy for most health systems.
In addition to the testing frequency, the type of TB diagnosis test to be used is also an
important decision. [85] studied the specificity of skin and blood tests among students in a low-
tuberculosis incidence setting. They concluded that the blood test performed better in these settings.
[48] performed a sensitivity comparison of blood and skin tests in 50 cases with active TB and showed
that the sensitivity of the blood test is about 80% while the skin test sensitivity (accuracy ) is about
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28%. Accuracy of blood and skin tests in detecting latent and active TB is also presented in other
studies [57, 35, 56, 50]. However, further cost analysis studies are needed in this area. [25] performed
a cost-effectiveness analysis of TB blood and skin tests by considering the direct test costs and cost
of missed work time. [91] extended this study and considered the performance of each test in
calculation of total cost of taking a blood test versus a skin test. Thus, cost of subsequent tests and
treatments in the case of getting a positive result was included in the total cost. Neither of these
studies considered the potential costs that a false negative result may cause. Previous studies also
did not analyze the cost-effectiveness of the tests with respect to employee characteristics.
The second stream of relevant studies is on the application of MDP models in the context
of prevention, screening, and treatment of diseases. These decisions are typically made sequentially
over long periods in uncertain environments [67]. In addition to the patient’s current health status,
the uncertainty in progression of the disease, impact of the treatment on the patient, and accuracy
of the test results have to be considered in determining the treatment decision [82]. Using MDPs
is often appropriate to analyze such problems since the decisions are made sequentially over time
in a fundamentally stochastic environment. [30] developed a MDP to model adverse drug reac-
tions in medication treatment of type 2 diabetes. MDPs are also used in breast cancer screening
[59, 21, 14, 20], treatment of HIV [77], and public policy decisions related to the transmission of
communicable diseases [46, 93]. [14] used a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP)
to take individualized mammography screening decisions while some personal risk features in addi-
tion to age and screening history of each patient is considered. They show that by considering these
strategies the number of false positive results decreased and quality-adjusted-life-years (QALYs) are
improved. This model is extended by [20] and resource constraints are added. They show that
allocating capacity efficiently among individuals with different cancer risk levels leads to significant
QALYs gains.
Another important application of MDPs in treatment of the diseases is liver and kidney
transplant decisions [11, 10, 76, 12]. [11] created an infinite horizon MDP to determine when a
patient with end-stage liver disease such as hepatitis C accepts a living-donor transplant. Depending
on the quality of the match with the donor and the current health status of the patient, the model
determines whether the transplant increases the expected total lifetime of the patient and whether
the transplant should be done.
Our contributions to the literature are as follows: 1) We offer a mathematical model in the
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area of TB screening, a first in the relevant literature. All previous studies apply simulation or cost
evaluation methods that compare the cost of different screening methods. In other words, there is no
optimization model to determine TB screening plans. 2) To the best of our knowledge, our study is
the first that categorize healthcare employees based on factors that affect the results of TB screening
and finds the best test for each group to minimize the expected total cost by considering the infection
rate of healthcare employees. 3) Our study is the first to develop a discrete time, infinite horizon
MDP model to determine the optimal time between tests for each healthcare employee group in
addition to detecting the best test type for each group. 4) For the first time in the literature, we
consider the potential impacts and costs of a false negative result (i.e., probable spread of disease)
in our formulation.
2.3 An MDP Model for the TB Test Scheduling Problem
We propose a discrete time infinite horizon MDP model to formulate the problem. The
decision epochs, the state space, the action set, transition probabilities, and cost parameters are
described below.
2.3.1 Decision Epochs
The decisions on whether or not an employee group should take a TB test and if so what
type of test they should take are made annually. Each year, new employees who started their work
in the hospital have to take either the blood or the skin test. Current employees with no TB history
are also eligible to take a TB test.
2.3.2 The State Space
The employees are classified based on their salaries and risk of infection. Considering risk
for classification purposes is perhaps obvious, but considering salary groups may not be. Unlike
the other studies in the literature, our model captures the opportunity cost of lost time by employ-
ees in deciding which test to administer and how often. Thus, considering salary is important in
capturing this opportunity cost. Let I = {1, ..., I} be the set of employee types based on salary,
and J = {1, ..., J} be the set of employee types based on infection risk. The infection risk groups
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are categorized based on the employees’ work locations, the specific job they do, and their BCG
vaccination history.
The state of the system is determined by the number of new and ongoing employees with
no positive TB history, because the result of the test for employees with positive TB history will
almost always be positive. In Prisma Health, these employees with positive TB history fill up a
questionnaire each year, and a decision regarding the necessity of an X-Ray test is made based on
their responses. We let ytij be the number of current (not new) employees of salary group i ∈ I and
risk group j ∈ J who are still employed at the healthcare facility during year t. The new employees
in salary group i and risk group j who join the health systems in year t are represented by xtij .
Employees in different risk groups have different rates of TB infection. The rate of infection
of each group in each year depends on the undetected infected employees in each of the groups in
the previous year. In particular, undetected infected employees spread TB among other employees
and increase the infection rate. Thus, we need to keep track of the number of undetected infected
employees. Thus, let utij be the number of undetected infected employees of salary group i and risk
group j in the beginning of year t. Thus, the state space takes the form
~st = (~x, ~y, ~u) = (xtij ; y
t
ij ;u
t
ij), i ∈ I; j ∈ J (2.1)
We let Mxij , M
y
ij and M
u
ij be the maximum value for current number of employees, new arrivals, and
infected employees of salary group i and risk group j, respectively. Thus, The state space is finite
since xtij , y
t
ij , and u
t
ij are bounded.
2.3.3 The Action Set
The actions that are taken in each state determine whether to administer a test and type
of the test to be administered for each employee group. Recall that new employees have to take a
test in their first year of employment. Let axtsij and a
xt
bij denote the decisions regarding the type of
the test for new employees of salary group i and risk group j in year t where axtsij = 1 if skin test is
selected and 0 otherwise. Similarly, axtbij = 1 if blood test is selected and 0 otherwise. Clearly, one
of the tests must be selected for new employees. Thus,
axtsij + a
xt
bij = 1, i ∈ I; j ∈ J . (2.2)
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Let aytsij and a
yt
bij be the decisions regarding the type of the test for current employees of salary group
i and risk group j at time t, where aytsij = 1 if skin test is selected and 0 otherwise. Similarly, a
yt
bij = 1
if blood test is selected and 0 otherwise. Obviously, if both aytsij and a
yt
bij are zero, the employees of
salary group i and risk group j do not take the test at time t. Thus,
0 ≤ aytsij + a
yt
bij ≤ 1, i ∈ I; j ∈ J . (2.3)
The action set takes the form
~ats = (a
xt
sij , a
xt
bij , a
yt
sij , a
yt
bij), i ∈ I; j ∈ J , (2.4)
and the set of allowable actions in each state ~s ∈ S that satisfy constraints (2.2) and (2.3) are
denoted by A~s.
2.3.4 Transitions
Since a portion of employees stop working at the healthcare system during each year, we
define ltij as the number of employees of salary group i and risk group j who leave the healthcare
facility in year t, which is defined as ltij ∼ Binomial(ytij , plij), where plij is the probability that an
employee of salary group i and risk group j leaves the system. Thus, ltij represents the number of
employees with no positive TB history who leave.
The new employees who are selected to take skin test, have to take the test twice. The
second test must be taken within 7-21 days of the first test. Let dxtsij and d
yt
sij be the total number
of new and ongoing employees of salary group i and risk group j who take the skin test in year t.
Since there is no difference between the testing protocols for new and ongoing employees if they are
selected to take a blood test, we let dtbij be the total number of employees of salary group i and risk
group j who take the blood test in year t. We define
dxtsij = a
xt
sijx
t
ij , i = 1, ..., I; j = 1, ..., J, (2.5)
dytsij = a
yt
sij(y
t
ij − ltij), i = 1, ..., I; j = 1, ..., J, (2.6)
dtbij = a
xt
bijx
t
ij + a
yt
bij(y
t
ij − ltij) i = 1, ..., I; j = 1, ..., J. (2.7)
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Each year, a random number new infections occur in each employee group. Let αtij be the infection
probability for an employee of salary group i and risk group j in year t. The infection probability
of each group in a year depends on the proportion of undetected infected employees in all employee
groups in the previous year, the likelihood that the employees of the group contact with employees
of different groups, and the transmission probability conditional on such contact. The infection
probability also depends on the percentage of TB infected patients who visit the healthcare facility,
probability that an employee of this group contacts an a patient and the transmission probability
conditional on such contact. Let utij denote the total number of undetected infected employees of
salary group i and risk group j in year t. We define ρij,i′j′ as the probability that an employee of
salary group i and risk group j contacts individuals of salary group i′ and risk group j′ during that
year, and ξij as the TB transmission probability of an employee of salary group i and risk group j
in case of contacting an infected individual. We define β as the proportion of infected patients who
visit the healthcare facility, νij as the probability that an employee of salary group i and risk group
j contacts a patient. Thus, we define αtij as
αtij =
I∑
i′=1
J∑
j′=1
ρij,i′j′ξij
ut−1i′j′
xt−1i′j′ + y
t−1
i′j′
+ βνijξij i = 1, ..., I; j = 1, ..., J (2.8)
We define nxtsij and n
yt
sij as the number of infected new and ongoing employees of salary group i and
risk group j who have to take the skin testin year t. We also define ntbij as the number of infected
employees of salary group i and risk group j who take the blood test at time t. We let nxtsij , n
yt
sij
and ntbij follow binomial distributions in the forms of Binomial(d
xt
sij , α
t
ij), Binomial(d
yt
sij , α
t
ij) and
Binomial(dtbij , α
t
ij), respectively.
Due to possible false negative test results, a portion of infected employees are undetected.
The probability of getting a false negative result depends on the BCG vaccination history of em-
ployees. Since BCG vaccination is one of the factors that we consider in defining risk groups, the
probability of getting a false negative result depends on the employees’ risk groups. Let pnsj and
pnbj be the probability of getting a false negative result for an employee of risk group j in skin test
and blood test, respectively. The number of false negative results in skin test for ongoing employ-
ees of salary group i and risk group j at time t, uytsij , follows binomial distribution in the form of
Binomial(nytsij , p
n
sj). For new employees who get tested with a skin test, getting a false negative re-
sult means getting false negative results in both the initial and the follow up tests. Thus, the number
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of false negative results uxtsij , follows a distribution in the form of Binomial(Binomial(n
xt
sij , p
n
sj), p
n
sj).
We let utbij be the number of false negative results for employees of salary group i and risk group j
in year t who have taken blood test which follows binomial distribution Binomial(ntbij , p
n
bj).
The number of new and ongoing employees of salary group i and risk group j who have
got true positive skin test results are defined as qxtsij and q
yt
sij , respectively, and calculated as q
xt
sij =
nxtsij − uxtsij and q
yt
sij = n
yt
sij − u
yt
sij . Similarly, q
t
bij represents the total number of employees of salary
group i and risk group j who have true positive blood test results in year t where qtbij = n
t
bij − utbij .
According to our definitions, sum of uxtsij , u
yt
sij and u
t
bij shows the number of undetected
infected employees in salary group i and risk group j that were given one of the TB tests in year
t. There might also be infected employees in the employee groups that were not given any of the
tests in year t. Let dtnij be the number of employees in salary group i and risk group j that was not
tested in year t, which is defined as
dtnij = (1− a
yt
sij − a
yt
bij)(y
t
ij − ltij), i = 1, ..., I; j = 1, ..., J. (2.9)
The number of infected employees in these groups of employees also follows binomial distribution
with infection probability of each group. Let utnij be the number of infected employees of salary
group i and risk group j that was not tested in year t where, utnij ∼ Binomial(dtnij , αij). We define
utij as the total number of undetected infected employees where
utij = u
xt
sij + u
yt
sij + u
t
bij + u
t
nij , i = 1, ..., I; j = 1, ..., J. (2.10)
Some uninfected employees might receive false positive results from the TB tests, which leads to a
follow up X-ray at extra cost. We let rxtsij and r
yt
sij be the number of new and ongoing employees
of salary group i and risk group j who have received false positive skin test results. Similarly,
we let rtbij show the number of employees of salary group i and risk group j who have got false
positive blood test results. These variables follow the distributions rxtsij ∼ Binomial(dxtsij −nxtsij , p
p
sj)
+ Binomial(dxtsij − nxtsij − Binomial(dxtsij − nxtsij , p
p
sj), p
p
sj), r
yt
sij ∼ Binomial(d
yt
sij − n
yt
sij , p
p
sj) and
rtbij ∼ Binomial(dtbij − ntbij , p
p
bj) where p
p
sj and p
p
bj are the probabilities that an employee of salary
group i and risk group j gets a false positive result in skin and blood tests, respectively.
Once the testing decisions are made, the stochastic elements that determine the state tran-
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sition are the new arrivals of employees, the employees who left the system, and the total number
of infections. The evolution of state space elements are captured by the following equations:
yt+1ij = y
t
ij + x
t
ij − ltij − nxtsij − n
yt
sij − n
t
bij − utnij , i = 1, ..., I; j = 1, ..., J (2.11)
ut+1ij = u
xt
sij + u
yt
sij + u
t
bij + u
t
nij , i = 1, ..., I; j = 1, ..., J (2.12)
The trajectory of the system is represented by {(~st,~ats) : t = 1, 2, ...}, where ~st is the state of
the system and ~ats is the action that is taken in year t. The stochastic evolution of the system
is represented by ~st+1 = F (~st,~ats, g(~s
t,~ats)), where F (., ., .) is a transfer mapping and g(~s
t,~ats) is a
random element that contains all the random quantities in the system at time t. These definitions
are used for defining the value function.
2.3.5 The costs
The cost associated with each state-action pair drives from four sources: cost of doing the
tests (cb, cs), cost of doing the X-ray (cx), cost of lost time of employees (cli), and cost of undetected
infections (cui ).
c(~s,~a) =
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
(
cbdtbij + c
sdtsij + c
x(qxtsij + q
yt
sij + q
t
bij + r
xt
sij + r
yt
sij + r
t
bij) + c
u
iju
t
ij + c
l
iw
t
ij
)
,
(2.13)
where wtij is the expected total time spent at the testing clinic for employees of salary group
i and risk group j in year t. For employees who are taking blood test in year t, wtij either only
depends on the time spent administering the blood test, or also includes the time spent on X-Ray
if result of the blood test is positive. However, for employees who are taking the skin test, the total
skin test time depends on whether or not the employee should take the test twice or once (i.e.,
employee is new or not). There is also a possibility that the employee is not able to complete the
second step of the skin test within the required time and has to repeat both steps. This also affects
the expected total time an employee spends in taking the skin test.
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2.3.6 Optimality equation
The value function v(~s) corresponds to the total expected discounted cost for state ~s over
the infinite horizon.
v(~s) = min
~a∈A~s
{
c(~s,~a) + λE
(
v(~s′)
)}
, ∀~s ∈ S, (2.14)
where the expectation is taken with respect to s′ = F (~st,~a, g(~st,~a)) and λ ∈ [0, 1) is a discount
factor. To find the optimal policy we need to solve equation (3.20). Since the state space and action
set are finite, there exists a stationary optimal policy. However, the size of the state space make a
direct solution to (3.20) impractical.
2.4 Approximate Dynamic Programming
Due to the curse of dimensionality, we use approximate dynamic programming to estimate
the optimal policy. First, we transform the MDP model into its equivalent linear program (LP) as
follows:
max
∑
~s∈S
γ(~s)v(~s) (2.15)
s.t.
c(~s,~a) + λ
∑
~s′∈S
P(~s′|~s,~a)v(~s′) ≥ v(~s) ∀~s ∈ S,~a ∈ A~s, (2.16)
where P(.|., .) is the transition probability and γ(.) is the probability distribution over the initial
state of the system. The LP formulation does not avoid the curse of dimensionality. Thus, we
approximate the value function by using a specific parameterized form where the interactions of
employees from different groups are not considered. The resulting approximate value function can
be written as the summation of separate value functions for each employee group as follows:
v(~s) ≈
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
vij(~sij), ∀~s ∈ S, (2.17)
where ~sij represents the state of the system for employees of salary group i and risk group j which
shows the number of current employees, new arrivals and infected employees of salary group i and
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risk group j. Moreover, vij(~sij) denotes the value function for employees of salary group i and risk
group j that is defined as follows:
vij(~sij) = min
~aij∈A~sij
{
cbdtbij + c
sdtsij + c
x(qxtsij + q
yt
sij + q
t
bij + r
xt
sij + r
yt
sij + r
t
bij) + c
u
i u
t
ij + c
l
iw
t
ij+
λ
( ∑
~s′ij∈Sij
P( ~s′ij | ~aij , ~sij)× vij(~s′ij)
)}
, ∀i = 1, ..., I, j = 1, ..., J, ~sij ∈ Sij . (2.18)
When the LP-based ADP presented here is used, the number of decision variables grows
linearly with the number of employees in each group. In contrast, if the original LP formulation is
used, the number of variables grows exponentially with the number of employees in each group. Thus,
we expect that this approximate reformulation will help addressing the computational challenges due
to curse of dimensionality.
Since wtij includes both the service time (time of taking the tests) and waiting time of
employees of salary group i and risk group j at time t, states of other groups affect the value of
wtij . In the LP-based ADP, we estimate w
t
ij for each group independently of the states of the other
employee groups. Thus, we calculate an upper bound for wtij and use this upper bound in our
approximation. To compute the upper bound, we assume that all others groups have the largest
possible number of employees that we can have in each group, and all employees are taking the skin
test. We build a pre-processing simulation model to estimate wtij for each group depending on its
current state.
Recall that we have defined γ(~s) ∀~s ∈ S as the probability distribution over the initial state
of the system. We let γij(~sij) ∀~sij ∈ Sij be the marginal initial state distribution for employees of
salary group i and risk group j, where Sij is the set of all possible states for each group. Also, let
Ω = {(~sij ,~aij) : ~sij ∈ Sij ,~aij ∈ A~sij ,∀i = 1, ..., I, j = 1, ..., J} be the set of all feasible state-action
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pairs. The dual of the LP-based ADP model can be expressed as
min
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
∑
(~sij ,~aij)∈Ω
c(~sij ,~aij)δ(~sij ,~aij) (2.19)
s.t. ∑
(~s′ij ,~aij)∈Ω
~s′ij=~sij
δ(~s′ij ,~aij)− λ
∑
(~s′ij ,~aij)∈Ω
P(~sij |~s′ij ,~aij)δ(~s′ij ,~aij) ≥ γij(~sij), ∀i = 1, ..., I, j = 1, ..., J, ~sij ∈ Sij
(2.20)
δ(~sij ,~aij) ≥ 0, ∀i = 1, ..., I, j = 1, ..., J, (~sij ,~aij) ∈ Ω (2.21)
In the above formulation, c(~sij ,~aij) shows the immediate cost for employees of salary group i and
risk group j in state ~sij while action ~aij is taken. The advantage of solving the dual problem is that
the number of constraints is fewer. However, the number of variables is still very large. Thus, we use
the column generation algorithm to obtain the optimal solution. The column generation algorithm
is started with a small set of feasible state-action pairs (i.e., columns) to the dual problem, which is
called the master problem. Then one or more violated constraints in the primal problem are found
by solving a subproblem. The state-action pair(s) corresponding to these violated constraints are
added to the master problem as new columns. The procedure continues until no primal constraint
is violated.
We consider a master problem associated with the formulation (2.19-2.21), and let vDij (~sij)
be the dual variable associated with constraint (2.20) for all ~sij ∈ Sij for i = 1, ..., I, j = 1, ..., J .
The corresponding subproblem can be written as:
zsub = min
(~sij ,~aij)∈Ω
{ I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
(
c(~sij ,~aij)− vDij (~sij) + λ
∑
~s′ij∈Sij
Pij(~s′ij |~sij ,~aij)vDij (~s′ij)
)
.
}
(2.22)
Formulation (2.22) is a generalized multidimensional knapsack problem. To solve the subproblem,
we reformulate it as an integer program that is easy to implement in optimization solvers.
For each employee of salary group i and risk group j we let Ωij = {(~sij ,~aij) : ~sij ∈
Sij ,~aij ∈ A~sij} be set of all feasible state-action pairs in the master problem and note that
fij(~sij ,~aij) = c(~sij ,~aij)−vDij (~sij)+λ
∑
~s′ij∈Sij Pij(
~s′ij |~sij ,~aij)vDij (~s′ij) is the corresponding reduced
cost for such a state-action pair. Thus, the subproblem finds the feasible state-action pairs such that
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∑I
i=1
∑J
j=1 fij(~sij ,~aij) < 0. We let z
~sij ,~aij
ij be a binary variable that is one if action ~aij is chosen in
state ~sij for employees of salary group i and risk group j; and zero, otherwise. Then, we transform
the subproblem into a generalized assignment problem which chooses one feasible state -action pair
for each employee group. The formulation for the assignment problem is as follows:
min
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
∑
(~sij ,~aij)∈Ωij
fij(~sij ,~aij)z
~sij ,~aij
ij (2.23)
subject to∑
(~sij ,~aij)∈Ωij
z
~sij ,~aij
ij = 1, i = 1, ..., I, j = 1, ..., J (2.24)
z
~sij ,~aij
ij ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, ..., I, j = 1, ..., J ∀(~sij ,~aij) ∈ Ωij (2.25)
The objective function (2.23) chooses the column with minimum reduced cost. This new formulation
can be implemented and solved using commercial optimization solvers.
2.5 Numerical Study and Results
In this section, we implement the approximate dynamic programming scheme described in
the previous section using data obtained from one of the Prisma Health hospitals and we obtain the
optimal TB screening policy. Based on the optimal policy we propose some benchmark policies and
simulate them to show how these policies improve the system compare to the current policies.
2.5.1 Input data
In this study we consider three employee salary groups; (i) physicians, (ii) nurses and (iii)
other employees, and three employee risk groups; (i) BCG vaccinated employees, (ii) employees
who work in high risk locations, (iii) and employees who work in low risk locations. Thus, a
total of nine groups are presumed. We need to mention that the yearly arrivals of employees are
assumed to be stochastic and modeled as truncated Poisson processes. Yearly arrival rates, leaving
probabilities, probabilities of contacting patients and employees, TB transmission probabilities, TB
infection probability, false positive and false negative probabilities, and cost parameters are the
parameters that are used in the MDP model. The estimation for these parameters are presented
Table 3.
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Probabilities of contacting patients for different employee groups νij , are estimated based on
our discussions with Prisma Health physicians. In using ADP, we assume that employees of different
groups do not contact with each other and employees who are in the same group definitely contact
each other. Thus, ρij,i′j′ , which is defined as the probability that an employee of salary group i and
risk group j contacts individuals of salary group i′ and risk group j′, is zero if i 6= i′ or j 6= j′ and
it is one for employees in the same group. We base our estimates of TB Transmission probabilities,
ξij , for each group, we on the study by [5]. Since Prisma health did not have exact information
about the percentage of patients with TB who come to the hospital, β, we used the information
from [64] to estimate this parameter. In that study, the average percentage of individuals infected
with TB among healthcare workers is reported to be about 2%. Thus, we simulated and calibrated
the system under the hospital’s current policy (i.e., annual skin tests for all employeees) so that
the value of αtij in the long run is 2%. The results of this simulation showed that value of β which
brings %2 for αtij is 0.1. Hence, we use this value in our experiments. The false positive and false
negative probabilities of the tests are taken from [29, 50, 28, 42]. The remaining parameters used in
the model (i.e., the cost parameters) are estimated based on the hospital data.
2.5.2 Experimental setup
The optimization problem is implemented in C++. The subproblems and master problems
are solved on an Intel Core i7-9700 CPU utilizing the Gurobi 9.0 solver. The computational time of
solving the total problem for one instance is about 120 minutes.
2.5.3 Optimal policy for the base model
The optimal policy which dictates testing actions in each state is obtained by solving the
ADP model. After analyzing the optimal policy, we observed that changes in number of new arrivals
does not have huge impact on the optimal testing decision. Thus, to visualize the optimal policy
and make its discussion easier, we created plots of current number of employees (ytij) versus number
of infected employees (utij). These plots are presented as Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3.
Each plot has regions that are numbered (1), (2) or (3). Region (1) shows the states where
the optimal action is not taking any test. Regions (2) and (3) represent the states where the optimal
action is taking skin test and blood test, respectively. In the following we briefly describe these
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.1: Optimal policy for risk group 1
graphs.
Figure 2.1 shows the optimal policies for employees of risk group 1 (i.e., employees who had
the BCG vaccination). We observe that for employees across all salary groups who had the BCG
vaccination, the optimal decision is either no testing or the blood test depending on the level of
infection spread among the employees. This is because the skin tests are less cost-effective for these
employees due to the major false positive risk.
Figure 2.2 depicts the optimal policies for employees of risk group 2 (i.e., employees who
work at low risk locations). The results show that for physicians, the optimal decision is either no
test or blood test. That is due to the high cost of lost time incurred when these employees get skin
tests. On the other hand, for nurses and other employees depending on the number of employees
and number of infected ones the decision would be either no test, skin test or blood test.
Finally, the optimal policies for risk group 3 (i.e., employees who work at high risk locations)
is shown in Figure 2.3. As we expected, for physicians the optimal decision is either no test or blood
test, and for nurses and others the optimal decision can be no test, skin test or blood test depending
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.2: Optimal policy for risk group 2
on the level of infection spread.
2.5.4 Simulation of the optimal policy
The Optimal policy indicates the optimal action (no test, skin test, or blood test) for each
employee group in different states. However, how often the tests are performed under the optimal
policy is not readily known without further analysis. we are interested in knowing these frequencies
since the current practice as well as CDC guidelines are based on testing frequency and not on the
number of employees and infections detected. Thus, we simulate the optimal policy to estimate the
time between tests for each employee group using the number of times that each group visits the
states that require testing. The simulation model is implemented in C++ and ran for 100 years.
The results of the simulation are presented in Table 2.1. We report the optimal action which is
the type of the test administered and frequency of that type of test for each employee group. As
mentioned above, the frequency of the tests is estimated based on the number of times that the test
is administrated in a 100 year horizon..
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.3: Optimal policy for risk group 3
For some employee groups, the frequency of testing was very low, since the groups visited
states that require testing infrequently. Thus, instead of just providing a recommendation of practi-
cally never testing these employees, we define the critical ratio between number of infected employees
and current number of employees in these groups that would trigger testing. In other words, we
define a threshold for percentage of infected employees where for larger percentages either a blood
test or a skin test is required. These thresholds are extracted from the optimal policy.
In order to observe the advantages of the proposed policy given in Table 2.1, we simulate
this policy and compare the result with the hospital’s current policy which is administering skin
tests every year for all employee groups. These simulations are also implemented in C++. In these
simulations, we still assume that employees of different groups do not interact. Table 2.2 shows the
corresponding results. The proposed policy decreases the average screening cost of the healthcare
facility by optimizing the type and frequency of the tests for different employee groups while the
average infection rate does not increase. Based on theses results, it is beneficial for the hospital
to update their screening guidelines for different employee groups instead of annually testing all
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Table 2.1: Optimal actions based on the simulation
Employee group Optimal action for new employees Optimal action for current employees
1,1 take blood test take blood test every year
1,2 take blood test take blood test every year
1,3 take blood test take blood test every year
2,1 take blood test infrequently - take blood test if percentage of infected
employees is greater than 1.6%
2,2 take blood test take blood test every 3 years
2,3 take blood test take blood test every 3 years
3,1 take blood test infrequently - take blood test if percentage of infected
employees is greater than 1.7%
3,2 take blood test infrequently - take blood test if percentage of infected
employees is greater than 2.2% and skin test if it
is between 1.7 and 2.2%
3,3 take blood test take blood test every 2 years
Table 2.2: Comparison of the proposed policies and the current policy
Current policy Proposed policy Optimal policy
Average yearly cost 17417 $ 8752 $ 6750 $
Average infection rate 1.5 % 1.5 % 1.2 %
employees regardless of risk and salary characteristics.
2.6 Conclusion
This study includes a dynamic TB screening model for healthcare employees. Although,
rate of TB infection in the US is low, healthcare employees are still in risk of getting infected due
to being in direct contact with patients. Thus, regular screening seems to be an effective preventive
approach. For screening purposes, hospitals can administer skin or blood tests. These tests bring
costs for the healthcare facility. Thus, providing an optimal screening policy that minimizes the
infection rate and cost of the healthcare facility is important.
This challenge motivated us to propose a dynamic model that specifies the best TB test and
its frequency for each group of employee. We formulated this problem as a MDP and used ADP
to estimate the solution. We used our formulation and a data set obtained from one of the Prisma
Heealth hospitals to determine the optimal TB screening test for each employee group. Currently, an
annual skin test is required in this hospital. Furtermore, we simulated the optimal policy to estimate
the optimal screening frequency for each group of employees. Then, we simulated these resulting
policy and compare the results with the current screening policy implemented at our partnering
hospital. Results confirm the improvement in the average cost of the healthcare facility without an
increase in the observed infection rate.
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This study can be extended in multiple directions. Our model does not differentiate between
the latent and active TB infections. However, latent and active TB may have different impacts on
the results of the tests or may affect the spread of the disease differently. Furthermore, by using
ADP we assumed that employees of different groups do not contact with each other. However, to
consider a more realistic case, contacting with different groups can be considered.
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Chapter 3
Risk Based Staffing for Pandemic
Response
Summary: Protection of healthcare employees is of paramount importance in controlling
the spread of disease during a pandemic such as the one caused by Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-
19). While millions of people around the world stay home to minimize the spread of COVID-19,
healthcare employees do the opposite as they work longer shifts and attend to more patients than
normal. These work conditions increase the risk of infection for them. Thus, healthcare systems
are looking for strategies to protect the their employees in settings where social distancing cannot
be maintained. In this study, we propose a staffing strategy where the healthcare workforce is
organized into teams and the teams are scheduled so that only some of them work in each time
period to decrease the risk of infection spread. We create a discounted Markov decision process
(MDP) model to decide how teams should be assigned to work when maximizing the number of
working teams and minimizing infection rate of employees is desired. Due to the large size of state
space of the MDP, we use state reduction techniques and the policy iteration algorithm to solve
the problem. The results show that problem size is greatly reduced by our state space reduction
algorithm and the optimal policy obtained for the approximated problem can improve the objective
function value considerably compared to a benchmark policy that has all teams working all the time.
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3.1 Introduction
COVID-19 is an ongoing pandemic, heavily affecting almost all nations throughout the
globe. The virus spreads so rapidly that two weeks after the first cases were diagnosed 1000 patients
tested positive globally [81]. With increasing infection and hospitalization rates, the pandemic is
putting a significant load on healthcare systems. Hospitals need to maintain and even increase their
capacity to be able to effectively handle the high workload created by the pandemic. Furthermore,
healthcare employees are at a higher risk of being infected due to their interactions with symptomatic
and asymptomatic COVID-19 patients and not being able to adhere to standard social distancing
measures. Figures from China’s National Health Commission show that more than 3300 healthcare
employees have been infected as of early March 2020 [53]. In Italy, 20% of healthcare employees who
had contacted COVID-19 patients were infected, and some have died [53].
Spread of infection among the physicians can have a serious detrimental effect on pandemic
response efforts due to reduced workable-physician-days. Thus, it is of critical importance to make
staffing and scheduling decisions in a way that would limit exposure of healthcare employees to
infection (and hence, minimize their risk) while the care delivered to the patients is still guaranteed
to be timely and of high quality.
There are four main ways infectious diseases, and in particular, COVID-19, can spread
among healthcare employees in a hospital setting: (i) through interactions with symptomatic pa-
tients, (ii) through interactions with asymptomatic patients, (iii) through interactions among health-
care employees, and (iv) through interactions with infected surfaces. Physicians can use personal
protective equipment (PPE) while caring for symptomatic patients to reduce the risk of infection
[34]. However, infection prevention through consistent use of PPE can be difficult when interacting
with asymptomatic patients and other healthcare employees, or using common areas and equip-
ment. Thus, additional operational measures on how the employees work and interact are needed
to eliminate or control these possible infection routes in hospitals.
Recent studies show that grouping healthcare employees into teams and scheduling them to
work in “bubbles” instead of independently without limiting their interactions decreases the infection
rate among healthcare employees during the COVID-19 pandemic [75, 71]. In this study, we build
a dynamic model for organizing and employing the employees as teams. We introduce a Markov
Decision Process (MDP) model to find the optimal policy for weekly scheduling of these teams. In
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our formulation, besides the infection probability of the general population, we introduce an infection
probability for each employee team. This probability may increase due to teams being scheduled
to work during each week. Our objective is to maximize the number of working employees at each
week by scheduling at least the minimal required capacity and controlling the infection probability
in employee teams at the same time. Due to the large size of the problem, we use a state reduction
technique to decrease the size of the state space. Then, we use the policy iteration algorithm to find
the optimal policy for the new approximated system. We solve our model with publicly available
COVID-19 infection data from South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control
and operational data that is given by our healthcare system of interest, Prisma Health in South
Carolina.
3.2 Literature Review
There are three streams of literature related to our study. In the following, we describe
each and mention our contribution with respect to other studies. The first stream of studies relates
to the infection control for healthcare employees and organization of workforce during pandemics.
Healthcare employees play an important role in controlling the spread of infectious diseases. More-
over, they are at high risk of infection because of the nature of their work. In case of availability,
vaccination is the first choice of infection control for healthcare employees in pandemics [22, 13, 83].
Besides vaccination, studies found that personal protective equipment and antiviral treatments are
helpful [83, 84]. [24] provide guidance to provide practicable help for the control of parvovirus B19
infection in healthcare settings. This guidance focuses on contact of at-risk employees (such as
pregnant women) with patients and employees with at-risk patients.
Besides controlling infection via vaccinations and the use of PPE, organizing the workforce to
mitigate infection risk is another critical task during pandemics. Agent-based simulation models are
commonly used in many epidemiological studies on infectious diseases [23, 49, 41]. [23] used an agent-
based model to simulate the effect of influenza pandemic on healthcare settings and employees. Their
model forecasts how many employees may become infected, how many employees will be available,
how many patients each employee should see, and how soon the employees should be protected.
[75] simulate multiple strategies to organize healthcare workforce during pandemics and present an
application for the COVID-19 pandemic. They introduce the scenario of desynchronization of the
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workforce in which teams are dichotomized and each half of the team works on alternating weeks.
They simulate this scenario and compare the results with the case where there is just one team
of employees. Based on the results, having two employee teams decreases the infection rate in the
healthcare setting. In this study, we expand the idea of having employee teams. However, our study
and contributions differ from [75] study in several aspects. First, our model allows for more than
two teams. Second, In [75] study, a simulation model is used to compare one team versus two teams
of employees, and there is a fix strategy for scheduling them (i.e., one team is working, the other
team is resting). In contrast, we build an optimization model to identify the optimal scheduling
policy for employee groups and determine which groups have to work depending on the state of the
system. Third, our models account for a minimum of two-weeks quarantine for infected employees
which is a more accurate infectious period estimate for COVID-19 than the one week considered in
[75]. Fourth, using the spread pattern of COVID-19 that is characterized based on the real data,
we determine the infection rates for healthcare employees as a function of the infection rate of the
general population and the interactions of the employees with patients and with each other.
The second stream of studies related to ours is application of MDP models in the context
of prevention, screening, and treatment of diseases. These decisions are often taken in an uncertain
environment [67]. Moreover, to make a decision regarding treatment of the disease, factors other
than the patient’s current health status may need to be considered. For example, the uncertainty in
progression of the disease and impact of the treatment on the patient [82] can be considered. MDP
models are appropriate tools in characterizing these problems as they provide ways to model such
features. For instance, [30] employed a MDP to model adverse drug reactions in some medications
that are used to teat patients with type 2 diabetes. MDPs are also used in breast cancer screening [59,
21, 14, 20], cervical cancer screening [8, 65] and the treatment planning for HIV [77]. [14] developed
a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) to take individualized mammography
screening decisions while some personal risk features in addition to age and screening history of each
patient is considered. They show that by considering these strategies the number of false positive
results decreased and quality-adjusted-life-years (QALYs) are improved. [20] extended their work
and added resource constraints. They show that allocating capacity efficiently between individuals
with different cancer risk levels leads to significant QALYs gains. MDPs are also used in problems
with liver and kidney transplant decisions [11, 10, 76, 12]. [12] formulated their problem as a discrete-
time, infinite-horizon Markov decision process model. Their model determines whether the patient
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should have a transplantation now or wait. Additionally, in case of a transplantation decision, the
model also addresses whether for a patient with end-stage liver disease a cadaveric liver from a
deceased donor or a portion of a living-donor’s liver has to be transplanted.
The third steam of studies focus on disease characteristics and and mechanisms of spread
for COVID-19. We use this emerging literature of related studies to inform our model structure
and parameters. Spread of COVID-19 is a crisis all over the world. It is shown that the trans-
mission of the disease happens by coughing and sneezing by symptomatic patients and also from
asymptomatic individuals before symptoms are observable [74]. Patients may also be infectious on
clinical recovery [79]. The COVID-19 virus can also stay on surfaces for couple of days and infect
individuals [44]. According to the [55] study, the incubation period of the virus is estimated as 5.1
days, and individuals who develop the symptoms usually will do so within 11.5 days. This results
were obtained by studying 181 confirmed cases in Hubei province, China. The fact that healthcare
employees are in higher risk of getting infected is shown in [89, 53, 66]. Using PPE, provision of
food, having isolation room for them and rest are some operations that may help to decrease this
risk for healthcare employees [53, 34]. However, more strategic actions may be required to control
infection rate for healthcare employees.
In this study, we investigate the benefits of controlled segregation and isolation of healthcare
employees in controlling COVID-19 spread in healthcare facilities. We considered teams of physicians
that work in the same specialty. To the best of our knowledge, we are first to propose a discrete
time infinite horizon discounted MDP model to organize the healthcare workforce in a pandemic.
Furthermore, ours is the first study to develop an optimization model for infection control among
healthcare employees through strategic scheduling practices. We propose policies for scheduling of
teams of healthcare employees that maintains a sufficient level of utilization of the workforce while
mitigating the infection risk.
3.3 An MDP Model for Staff Scheduling
The preliminary results obtained using ABM indicate that scheduling teams of healthcare
employees with limited mixing can be beneficial in decreasing the risk of COVID-19 infections among
the said teams [71]. We propose to further investigate this premise via a Markov decision process
(MDP) to determine how teams should be dynamically assigned to work, isolate, or quarantine as
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the number of infected physicians and the minimum capacity required for COVID-19 cases change
simultaneously during an outbreak. In the following, the elements of the MDP are described.
3.3.1 Decision Epochs
At the end of each week, employees who have worked or are in isolation on that week are
tested, and the ones whose test results are positive are quarantined. Since the tests are done every
week, the decisions are made weekly.
3.3.2 The State Space
We assume that the number of teams is fixed and is denoted by I. As mentioned before, we
considered teams of physicians that work in the same specialty. We define mti as the total number of
employees of team i at week t, and mt =
∑I
i=1m
t
i. We let the state of the system have the following
structure:
~St =
(
(xt1, w
t
1, n
t
1, n1
t
1, n2
t
1, q
n(t−1)
1 , P
H(t−1)
1 ), ...., (x
t
I , w
t
I , n
t
I , n1
t
I , n2
t
I , , q
n(t−1)
I , P
H(t−1)
I ), P
t
)
(3.1)
where xti = {0(Isolated), 1(Working)} shows the status of team i at week t, wti is the number of
weeks team i has been in the current status, and nti is the number of employees of group i who
have been in status xti for w
t
i weeks. Moreover, nji is the number of employees in team i who are
quarantined for j weeks. In each week, we also need to keep track of the number of employees who
got a false negative result in previous week. The total number of employees of each group at each
week is represented by mti, where
mti = n
t
i + n1
t
i + n2
t
i, ∀i = 1, ..., I (3.2)
Further, we let PHti be the probability of positive test result of team i at week t and P
t be the
this probability for the general population at week t. In this study, we consider a finite state space,
thus we assume that the initial total number of employees in each team is finite. Furthermore, we
assume that there is an upper bound on the number of weeks each team is allowed to be isolated or
working, and Let w1 <∞ and w2 <∞ be the maximum number of weeks each team can work and
be isolated, respectively. Since PHti and P
t are probabilities, we discretize them and assume that
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they take values in finite sets such as P t ∈ {p1, p2, ..., pu} and PHti ∈ {pHt1 , pHt2 , ..., pHtuH}.
3.3.3 The Action Set
The actions that have to be taken at the end of each week determine the status of teams
for the next week. Thus, we let the action set has the following structure:
A(~st) = {ati, i = 1, ..., I} (3.3)
where ati = {0(Isolated), 1(Working)} shows the action taken for team i. To guarantee a certain
level of care capacity in each week, we assume that at minimum r(pt) physicians are required to
work.
I∑
i=1
xtin
t
i ≥ r(pt) (3.4)
Note that the minimal capacity required depends on the infection probability in the general popula-
tion to reflect the workload created by COVID-19. The following equalities define the set of allowable
actions when a team has been working or isolated for the maximum number of weeks permitted.
A((xti = 1, w
t
i , n
t, n1ti, n2
t
i, q
n(t−1)
i , p
H(t−1)
i ), ...) = (a
t
i = 0, ...) if w
t
i = w
1 (3.5)
A((xti = 0, w
t
i , n
t, n1ti, n2
t
i, q
n(t−1)
i , p
H(t−1)
i ), ...) = (a
t
i = 1, ...) if w
t
i = w
2 (3.6)
3.3.4 Transitions
As mentioned above, P t determines the positive test probability of the general population
at week t. However, probability of getting infected is higher for healthcare employees because of
being in direct contact with patients and their colleagues [89]. Let PHti be an estimation of the
probability of getting a positive result in test for healthcare employees of team i. The value of PHti
depends on the number of infected people who come to the healthcare facility, employees contact
with them, and interaction of employees with each other. We define ρii′ as the probability that
employees of team i contact employees of group i′, and ξi as the COVID-19 transmission probability
of an employee of team i in case of contacting with another infected person. Moreover, we let νi be
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the probability that an employee of team i contacts patients. Thus, PHti can be defined as
PHti = p
Ht
j , if p
Ht
j−1 < P
t + xti
( I∑
i′=1
xti′ρii′ξi
y1ti′
mti′
+ νiξiP
t
)
≤ pHtj for j ∈ {1, . . . , uH} (3.7)
and
PHti = p
Ht
uH , if p
Ht
uH < P
t + xti
( I∑
i′=1
xti′ρii′ξi
y1ti′
mti′
+ νiξiP
t
)
(3.8)
where pHt0 = 0 and y
1t
i is the number of working employees of team i who get a positive test result
in week t which follows the binomial distribution:
y1ti ∼ B(xti(nti − q
n(t−1)
i ), P
H(t−1)
i ), ∀i = 1, ..., I (3.9)
In the above formulation, q
n(t−1)
i shows the number of infected employees of group i who got false
negative result test at week t− 1, where qn(t)i ∼ B(y1ti + y2ti , pn), and pn is the probability of getting
false-negative result in the test. It is assumed that individuals who got a false negative test result
in the previous week, show symptoms and/or are detected by the end of the current week. This
assumption is consistent with empirical evidence that show symptomatic COVID-19 patients develop
symptoms within 5 to 12 days [55]. Similarly, we let y2ti be the number of isolated employees of
team i who get positive test result at week t.
y2ti ∼ B
(
(1− xti)(nti − q
n(t−1)
i ), P
(t−1)), ∀i = 1, ..., I (3.10)
Let q1ti and q
2t
i be the number of employees of team i who passed away because of infection
at week t after one and two weeks of quarantine, respectively. They follow Binomial distributions
as follows:
q1ti ∼ B(n1ti, α1), ∀i = 1, ..., I (3.11)
q2ti ∼ B(n2ti, α2), ∀i = 1, ..., I (3.12)
where α1 and α2 are the mortality probability of employees in the first and second week of the
disease. We also let rti be the number of new arrivals at week t. r
t
i follows Poisson distribution with
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rate µi.
Thus, the evolution of elements of the state space is described as follows:
n1t+1i = y
1t
i + y
2t
i + q
n(t−1)
i , ∀i = 1, ..., I (3.13)
n2t+1i = n1
t
i − q1ti , ∀i = 1, ..., I (3.14)
nt+1i = (n
t
i + n1
t
i + n2
t
i + r
t
i − q1ti − q2ti )− n1t+1i − n2
t+1
i , ∀i = 1, ..., I (3.15)
xt+1i = a
t
i, ∀i = 1, ..., I (3.16)
wt+1i =

wti + 1, if x
t
i = a
t
i.
1, otherwise.
, ∀i = 1, ..., I (3.17)
The evolution of P t is based on the real data released for the number of infected new cases diagnosed.
Since our healthcare system of interest is located in South Carolina, we use the data for this area
which is presented in Section 3.5.
3.3.5 The rewards
The objective is to schedule, isolate, or quarantine teams of healthcare employees to max-
imize the total expected discounted number of employees that are working to maintain capacity
levels that can meet the patient demand for COVID-19 care. Thus, the immediate reward function
has the following form:
R(~st,~at) = N t (3.18)
where
N t =
I∑
i=1
(
(nti + n2
t
i + r
t
i − q1ti − q2ti )− y1ti − y2ti − q
n(t−1)
i
)
{ati=1}
(3.19)
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3.3.6 Optimality equation
The value function v(~s) corresponds to the total expected discounted reward (number of
working employees) over the infinite horizon.
v(~s) = max
~a∈A~s
{
R(~s,~a) + λE
(
v(~s′)
)}
, ∀~s ∈ S, (3.20)
where λ ∈ [0, 1) is a discount factor. To find the optimal policy we need to solve equation (3.20).
Since the state space and action set are finite, there exists a stationary optimal policy. However,
the structure of the problem and size of the state space make a direct solution to (3.20) impractical.
Therefore, we choose to develop an approximation approach that reduces the problem size.
3.4 Solution Approach
As mentioned in the previous section, due to the large size of the state space, it is impractical
to find an exact solution to the MDP model. Thus, we employ model reduction techniques for
computing an approximately optimal solution to the MDP. These techniques rely on finding a
homogeneous partition of the sate space where states in the same block of the partition transit
with the same probability to each of the other blocks [26]. This partition makes a smaller MDP
whose states are the blocks of the partition. We use the concept of ε-homogeneous partition that
is presented in [26]. The ε-homogeneous partition allows states within the same block to transit
with different probabilities to other blocks as long as the different probabilities are less than some
ε > 0. The ε-homogeneous partitions are usually smaller than the homogeneous partitions [26]. In
the following, we explain the ε-homogeneous partition algorithm that is derived from [26].
Definition 1 A partition P = {B1, ..., Bn} of the state space of an MDP M has the property
of ε-approximate stochastic bisimulation homogeneity with respect to M for ε ∈ [0, 1] if and only if
for each Bi, Bj ∈ P , for each α ∈ A, and for each p, q ∈ Bi,
|R(p)−R(q)| ∈ ε, (3.21)
|
∑
r∈Bj
Fpr(α)−
∑
r∈Bj
Fqr(α)| ≤ ε, (3.22)
where A is set of actions, F assigns a probability to each state transition for each action, and R is
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a reward function that maps each state to a real value. To construct an ε-homogeneous partition,
we first describe the relationship between every ε-homogeneous partition and a particular simple
partition based on immediate rewards.
Definition 2 A partition P ′ is a refinement of a partition P if and only if each block of P ′
is a subset of some block of P ; in this case, we say that P is coarser than P ′, and is a clustering of
P ′.
Definition 3 The immediate reward partition is a partition in which two states, p and q,
are in the same block if and only if they have the same reward.
Definition 4 A partition P is ε-uniform with respect to a function f : Q → t if for every
two states p and q in the same block of P , |f(p)− f(q)| < ε.
Every ε-homogeneous partition is a refinement of some ε-uniform clustering (with respect
to reward) of the immediate reward partition [26]. The algorithm starts by constructing an ε-
uniform reward clustering P0 of the immediate reward partition. Then, this partition is refined by
splitting blocks repeatedly to achieve ε-homogeneity. To choose blocks for splitting, the following
local property of the blocks of an ε-homogeneous partition is used [26]:
Definition 5 We say that a block C of a partition P is ε-stable with respect to a block B if
and only if for all actions α and all states p ∈ C and q ∈ C we have |
∑
r∈B Fpr(α)−
∑
r∈B Fqr(α)| ≤ ε.
We say that C is ε-stable if C is ε-stable with respect to every block of P and action in A.
According to the above definitions, a partition is ε-homogeneous if and only if every block
in the partition is ε-stable. The algorithm checks each block for ε-stability, splitting unstable blocks
until there are no unstable blocks left to split [26]. When a block is unstable with respect to another
block, we replace that by a set of sub-blocks that are ε-stable with respect to the other blocks.
Each ε-homogeneous partition P of an MDP M induces a corresponding bounded parameter MDP
(BMDP) MP . The reward and transition ranges for blocks B and C of BMDP MP and action α
are defined as:
R̂(B) =
[
minp∈BR(p),maxp∈BR(p)
]
(3.23)
F̂B,C(α) =
[
minp∈B
∑
q∈C
Fp,q(α),maxp∈B
∑
q∈C
Fp,q(α)
]
(3.24)
For a specific block, the reward value and transition probabilities are estimated by getting an average
over all the states of that block.
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Choosing a reasonable value for ε is important in this algorithm. [68] proposed a way to
equilibrate the value of ε in equations 3.21 and 3.22. According to [68] formulation, two constant
parameters Cp and Cr are defined and equations 3.21 and 3.22 are rewrited as
|R(p)−R(q)| ≤ εCr, (3.25)
|
∑
r∈Bj
Fpr(α)−
∑
r∈Bj
Fqr(α)| ≤ εCp, (3.26)
After using state reduction technique, the common methods for solving MDPs (policy iter-
ation value iteration and linear programming) may be applied to solve the created BMDP.
3.5 Numerical Study and Numerical Results
In this section, we use our formulation and solution approach to obtain the optimal policy
for staff scheduling under different scenarios. The selection of model parameters were informed by
our discussions with Prisma Health. We also describe how the publicly available data on active
COVID-19 cases in South Carolina can be used together with our model to analyze the effects of
scheduling decisions under different pandemic conditions.
3.5.1 Input data
As mentioned in Section 3.3, estimation of P t can be done based on the real data that is
published for the number of new cases. Figure 3.1 shows the daily number of new detected cases
since the first detected case’s date up to July 1st, 2020 in South Carolina [3]. As it can be seen
in Figure 3.1, the number of new cases has an increasing trend in the beginning, then for almost 2
months it keeps a stable trend. At the beginning of June 2020, the number of new cases again starts
increasing rapidly. Since we are currently approaching a peak in South Carolina and there is no
data available that shows the decreasing trend of data after passing the peak, we use the data from
New York state to estimate the trend in the number of new infections in the subsequent months. In
Figure 3.2 we show our forecast (after the red line) for the estimated number of new cases in South
Carolina by investigating the similar trend in New York. This can provide us an estimation for the
number positive cases toward the peak and after that until reaching a stable rate.
The value of P t at each time period depends on its value in the previous period (P t−1) and
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Figure 3.1: Daily new cases in South Carolina
Figure 3.2: Forecast for the daily new cases in South Carolina using New York data
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the public health measures taken in that period. Without a model that explains the relationship
between the number of cases and the public health policies implemented, we are unable to estimate
the value of P t in such a way that truly shows the fluctuations over time. However, we can examine
the behavior of our model under different infection rates to understand how the scheduling policies
for healthcare employees should change through the different phases of the pandemic. To estimate
the value of P t at different points in time, we smoothed the data by applying 14-day moving average.
The resulting data are shown in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Smoothed data for the number of new cases
3.5.2 State reduction
We use state reduction technique presented in Section 1.4 to overcome the computational
complexity presented by the model. We implemented the state reduction algorithm in C++. In
the following, we define some scenarios and apply this algorithm with the corresponding set of
parameters to observe how using this technique reduces size of the state space. To determine the
value of ε in this algorithm we set Cp = 1 and Cr as the maximum possible value of the reward
function which is 8 (the total number of employees). Thus, ε can get any value within [1, 8]. We
choose ε = 6 for these sets of experiments. The detailed description of the scenarios considered are
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provided in Table 3.1. In Table 3.2, the size of each scenario and the size of reduced model after
applying state reduction algorithm are shown.
Table 3.1: Estimation of parameters for each scenario
Scenario Parameters
1 I = 2, M1 = 4, M2 = 4, w
1 = 3, w2 = 3, pt = 0.005, pHt ∈ {0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5}
2 I = 2, M1 = 4, M2 = 4, w
1 = 3, w2 = 3, pt = 0.01, pHt ∈ {0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5}
3 I = 2, M1 = 4, M2 = 4, w
1 = 3, w2 = 3, pt = 0.015, pHt ∈ {0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5}
4 I = 2, M1 = 4, M2 = 4, w
1 = 3, w2 = 3, pt = 0.005, pHt ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}
5 I = 2, M1 = 4, M2 = 4, w
1 = 4, w2 = 4, pt = 0.005, pHt ∈ {0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5}
6 I = 3, M1 = 3, M2 = 3, M3 = 2, p
t = 0.005, w1 = 3, w2 = 3, pHt ∈ {0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5}
Table 3.2: Comparison of the original and reduced problems’ sizes
Scenario State space size in original problem State space size in reduced problem
1 230,400 4750
2 230,400 5112
3 230,400 5298
4 360,000 8013
5 518,400 18,780
6 65,523,600 3,950,324
As it is shown in Table 3.2, the state reduction algorithm has a huge impact on decreasing
the size of the state space. In particular, the number states is reduced by 95% to 98% in the scenarios
considered. This sizable reduction means that the reduced problem can be solved by using standard
methods in the literature. In the next section, we work with the reduced state space and compute
an approximate optimal policy using the policy iteration algorithm.
3.5.3 Policy iteration to solve the reduced model
After obtaining the reduce model, we use policy iteration algorithm which is a common
method of solving MDPs to solve the resulting problem [72]. The policy iteration algorithm is im-
plemented in C++. To observe how the difference in infection probability for the general population
and the number of employee teams affect the optimal policy, we solve scenarios 1, 2, 3 and 6. Op-
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timal policy for each scenario can be analyzed from different view points since the state space has
multiple elements and changes in the optimal actions along different dimensions of the state space
can be observed. In this section, we present some of these observations that we think may be more
insightful.
The value of pt in scenarios 1 and 6 assumed to be constant and equal to 0.005. This value
is estimated based on the smoothed number of new cases from May 2th, 2020 to June 3rd, 2020 and
the total number of susceptible individuals living in South Carolina. Note that in Figure 3.3, the
infection rate during this time period is relatively the stable. In scenarios 2 and 3, we investigate
the impact of larger pt in the optimal policy and consider pt = 0.01 and pt = 0.015 in scenarios 2
and 3, respectively. In Figure 3.4, we show these three values of pt and their corresponding dates.
Figure 3.4: Smoothed data for the number of new cases with specified pt values
The figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 show the optimal action with respect to the number of
working employees in each group. In each graph, one or multiple actions that are denoted by (1),
(2) and (3) are depicted. Action (1) corresponds to only team 1 working, action (2) corresponds
to only team 2 working, and Action (3) corresponds to both team 1 and 2 working. Note that in
scenario 6 the number of teams is increased to 3. To make the presentation of our results simpler
in Figure 3.8, optimal actions are depicted only for the set of states where the number of working
employees in group 3 is fixed at 2. Furthermore, we only depict the optimal actions in states where
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the values of wt1 and w
t
2 is one, which means both groups have been already working for one week.
(a) PHt = 0.125 (b) PHt = 0.25
(c) PHt = 0.375
Figure 3.5: Optimal policy for scenario 1 when wt1 = 1, w
t
2 = 1
Figure 3.5 shows the optimal policy for scenario 1. Figures 3.5a, 3.5b, and 3.5c are the cases
in which the value of PHt is 0.125, 0.25 and 0.375, respectively. Our results show that, when PHt is
0.125 or 0.25, the optimal action has both teams working. However, when PHt increases to 0.375,
depending on the number of employees who are not in quarantine in each team, it can be optimal to
isolate one of the teams. Similarly, Figure 3.6 shows the optimal policy for scenario 2. As it can be
seen in these graphs, the optimal policy does not change when pt is increased from 0.005 in scenario
1 to 0.01 in scenario 2. However, when the infection probability for the general population is higher
at pt = 0.015 in scenario 3, it is not optimal for both teams to work and the optimal action will
depend on the number of employees who are not quarantined in each team.
The optimal policy for scenario 6 where the number of groups is increased to 3 is shown in
Figure 3.8. Our results show that for teams 1 and 2, when PHt = 0.125 the optimal action will be
to work. However, when the value of PHt is increased to 0.25 and 0.375, the optimal action is again
dependent on the number of healthy employees in each group.
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(a) PHt = 0.125 (b) PHt = 0.25
(c) PHt = 0.375
Figure 3.6: Optimal policy for scenario 2 when wt1 = 1, w
t
2 = 1
(a) PHt = 0.125 (b) PHt = 0.25
(c) PHt = 0.375
Figure 3.7: Optimal policy for scenario 3 when wt1 = 1, w
t
2 = 1
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(a) PHt = 0.125 (b) PHt = 0.25
(c) PHt = 0.375
Figure 3.8: Optimal policy for scenario 6 when wt1 = 1, w
t
2 = 1, n
t
3 = 2
To evaluate the performance of our solution methodology, we compare the total discounted
reward achieved by the approximate optimal policy to that of a benchmark policy that has all teams
working without isolation. Note that under this policy infected employees are still quarantined for
two weeks. These results are shown in Table 3.3 for all the scenarios considered.
Table 3.3: Comparison of the approximate optimal policy versus the benchmark policy
Scenario Optimal policy Benchmark - no isolation
1 9.6 8.9
2 9.5 8.6
3 9.2 8.5
4 10.3 9.6
5 10.9 9.2
6 10.5 10
Our results show that in all scenarios, the approximate optimal policy leads to an improve-
ment over scheduling all teams to work at all times. The improvement achieved ranges from 5% to
18% for different scenarios, which can be of critical importance when the healthcare system is under
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strain due to increased demand. In particular, the results show that when the infection probability
increases moderately (in scenarios 2 and 3), the number of employees that are assigned to work under
the approximate optimal policy decreases slightly, but the total discounted number of working em-
ployees decrease faster under the benchmark policy due to increased number of employees who have
to quarantine for two weeks. Moreover, when the allowable number of weeks that each group can
work in a row increases (scenario 5), the model assigns more employees to work and that increases
the value function for this scenario compare to scenario 1. Finally, we observe that when the number
of teams formed is increased (for the same total number of employees), the relative performance of
the benchmark policy is improved due to the decreased interaction among the healthcare employees.
3.6 Conclusion
In this study, we introduce a dynamic model for scheduling of healthcare employees in the
COVID-19 pandemic. Our model can be applied to study other infectious disease outbreaks as
well. Previous studies show that organizing healthcare employees into teams during the COVID-
19 pandemic and scheduling them based on as teams decreases the probability of contact with
infected individuals and hence decreases the probability of getting infected. We employ this idea
and build a MDP model in which an optimal policy that determines how these teams should be
scheduled to work in long run to maximize the utilization of the personnel is sought. Since the size
of the state space is large, before using policy iteration to solve the MDP model, we apply a state
space reduction technique to decrease the size of the state space. That makes the problem easier
to solve. By obtaining the approximate optimal policy under different scenarios and analyzing its
performance, we show that voluntary intermittent isolation of some teams (as opposed to having
all teams work continuously) can be beneficial to maximize the number of workable-physician-days
while the limiting the risk of infection for physicians. This strategy is particularly useful when the
COVID-19 infection rate in the general population is increasing.
This study can be extended in multiple ways. In our numerical experiments, the value
of infection probability in this study is assumed to be constant under each scenario considered.
However, the real data shows a more complicated trend in the value of pt. Thus, we can extend this
study by considering a function for infection probability. Additionally, using a finite horizon MDP,
it might be a possible to update pt over time to account for increasing or decreasing trends.
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There are other clustering algorithms to reduce the state space of MDPs in the literature,
and furthermore, even in the method we used, a strategic selection of states to cluster around could
possibly be beneficial. So, one of the possible extensions of this study is considering these algorithms
and compare the results with the method we used in this study.
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Chapter 4
Contributions and Future Research
In this dissertation, we study three problems related to healthcare operations management
by which we demonstrate how using mathematical optimization in novel ways can improve healthcare
systems. Importance of mathematical optimization in decision making in healthcare systems has
been subject of many previous studies. Our contribution to this existing literature lies in the study
of newly developed concepts and models in areas of capacity allocation, scheduling, and infection
detection and prevention among healthcare workers. In these projects, we collaborated with Prisma
Health in South Carolina. Thereupon, this thesis consists of three tactical and operational problems
in healthcare systems, and mathematical optimization techniques are used to address and solve
them.
In the first study, we propose a novel model for scheduling of patients in a diagnostic clinic,
and we show how our model improves waiting time of patients to receive appointments, and how the
utilization of the system is improved. This model is called “postponement model” since our model
intentionally postpones the scheduling of some lower priority patients to reserve appointments for
probable higher priority patients. We believe that our study is the first in the literature that applies
this concept in a scheduling model. This study can be extended in multiple directions. For example,
postponing the acceptances may increase the possibility of no-shows. Thus, effects of postponement
on no-show behavior and patient preferences can be part of future work. Furthermore, we assume
that the duration of visits are constant and identical for each type of patient. Thus, the number of
patients that can be seen each day is a fixed number in our model. To generalize these assumptions,
uncertain or patient type-dependent service times can be considered.
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In the second study, we propose a dynamic TB screening Model for healthcare employees
which minimizes the total cost due to screening and infections in the healthcare facility. As far as
we are aware, our study is the first in the literature that uses mathematical modeling in organizing
TB screening for healthcare employees. TB screening is usually annually in healthcare facilities.
Our analysis represent that yearly testing of all employees regardless of infection risk is not cost
effective, and similarly low infection rates can be achieved via strategic intermittent testing. One of
the possible extensions to our model is to differentiate between active and latent TB and consider its
impact on the optimal policy. We believe that there are some parameters in our formulation that their
value affect the results such as percentage of TB infected patients who visit the healthcare facility,
probability of getting infected by contacting a sick person, and the probability of contacting with
infected individuals. Performing sensitivity analysis tasks to observe how changing these parameters
affect the optimal policy can also be part of future work in this area.
Finally, the focus of the third problem is managing the healthcare workforce during the
COVID-19 pandemic to maintain the high utilization of the system while controlling the infection
rate among the employees. Our study is the first in the literature that optimizes scheduling of teams
of healthcare workers during a pandemic. The results of solving our model give potential policies
to be applied to increase the number of working employees during COVID-19 pandemic while we
consider the possibility of getting infected by working. In the experiments we performed in this
study, we assume that the COVID-19 infection probability is constant for the general population.
However, the infection trends evidenced by data over time shows that it may be constant, increasing
or decreasing depending on which stage of the pandemic the patient population is. An extension to
this study is considering a function for infection probability. By considering a finite horizon model,
one may be able to update this probability over time. There are other clustering algorithms to
reduce the state space of MDPs in the literature, and furthermore, even in the method we used, a
strategic selection of states to cluster around could possibly be beneficial. So, one of the possible
extensions of this study is considering these algorithms and compare the results with the method
we used in this study.
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Appendix A
Table 1: Parameters values for the postponement model
Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value
λE 50 b1,2,4 0.75 b2,2,5 2
λI 20 b1,2,5 0.75 b2,2,6 2.5
λ1 80 b1,2,6 1.25 b2,2,7 2.5
λ2 40 b1,2,7 1.25 b2,3,1 3
cE 45 b1,3,1 1.5 b2,3,2 4
cI 30 b1,3,2 2.5 b2,3,3 4
cO1,1 8 b1,3,3 2.5 b2,3,4 5
cO1,2 12 b1,3,4 3.5 b2,3,5 5
cO1,3 16 b1,3,5 3.5 b2,3,6 6
cO2,1 14 b1,3,6 4.5 b2,3,7 6
cO2,2 18 b1,3,7 4.5 a1,1 1
cO2,3 22 b2,1,1 0 a1,2 1.25
b1,1,1 0 b2,1,2 0.5 a1,3 4.5
b1,1,2 0 b2,1,3 0.5 a2,1 1.5
b1,1,3 0.5 b2,1,4 1 a2,2 2.5
b1,1,4 0.5 b2,1,5 1 a2,3 6
b1,1,5 0.5 b2,1,6 1.5 w1,1 1
b1,1,6 1 b2,1,7 1.5 w1,2 0.95
b1,1,7 1 b2,2,1 1 w1,3 0.9
b1,2,1 0.25 b2,2,2 1.5 w2,1 0.95
b1,2,2 0.25 b2,2,3 1.5 w2,2 0.9
b1,2,3 0.75 b2,2,4 2 w2,3 0.85
Table 2: Estimated parameters in no-postponement model
Parameter Estimation Parameter Estimation Parameter Estimation
λE 50 b1,1 0 b2,2 0.25
λI 20 b1,2 0 b2,3 0.25
λ1
80
18 b1,3 0.25 b2,4 0.5
λ2
40
18 b1,4 0.25 b2,5 0.5
cE 45 b1,5 0.25 b2,6 0.75
cI 30 b1,6 0.5 b2,7 0.75
cO1 6 b1,7 0.5
cO2 10 b2,1 0
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Table 3: Parameters values
Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value
λ11 4 ν23 1 p
p
s1 0.6
λ12 14 ν31 0.75 p
p
s2 0.27
λ13 10 ν32 0.5 p
p
s3 0.27
λ21 15 ν33 1 p
n
s1 0.04
λ22 50 ρ11,11 1 p
n
s2 0.04
λ23 35 ρ12,12 1 p
n
s3 0.04
λ31 4 ρ13,13 1 p
p
b1 0.176
λ32 14 ρ21,21 1 p
p
b2 0.176
λ33 10 ρ22,22 1 p
p
b3 0.176
pl11 0.15 ρ23,23 1 p
n
b1 0.008
pl12 0.15 ρ31,31 1 p
n
b2 0.008
pl13 0.15 ρ32,32 1 p
n
b3 0.008
pl21 0.15 ρ33,33 1 c
b 45 $
pl22 0.15 ξ11 0.05 c
s 8 $
pl23 0.15 ξ12 0.22 c
x 100 $
pl31 0.15 ξ13 0.22 c
l
1 150 $/h
pl32 0.15 ξ21 0.05 c
l
2 30 $/h
pl33 0.15 ξ22 0.22 c
l
3 29 $/h
ν11 1 ξ23 0.22 c
u
1 5000 $
ν12 1 ξ31 0.05 c
u
2 1000 $
ν13 1 ξ32 0.22 c
u
3 1000 $
ν21 1 ξ33 0.22
ν22 1 β 0.1
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